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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The project site contains a 550,599-square-foot (sf) building complex with two above-grade components (a 

35-story hotel structure fronting Stockton and Sutter Streets, and four-story 37,234 sf retail structure 

fronting Post Street), an elevated plaza between the two structures, and basement levels below the entire 

project site. The proposed project would replace the existing retail structure with a three-story 23,470 sf 

retail structure, and would alter and reconfigure the elevated plaza.  The retail store fronting Post Street 

would be reduced in height from approximately 63 feet to approximately 47 feet, eight-inches, lowering 

the number of floors from four-to-two. The loading entrance would remain at the southwest corner of the 

property on Post Street, adjacent to Williams-Sonoma retail building.  The 63-foot tall segment of the 

building above the loading entrance is presently used for retail and hotel service space. It would be 

reconstructed for the same use. In total, the proposed alterations would go from 37,234 square feet to 

23,470 square feet. The plaza would be reconfigured to increase in size form 4,586 square feet to 6,059 

square feet. The fountain, designed by local artist Ruth Asawa, would be retained and moved 

approximately 10-feet south to a new location in the center of the stairs leading from Stockton Street to 

the renovated and expanded plaza. 

 

SITE DESCRIPTION AND PRESENT USE 

The Subject Property is located at the northwest corner of Post and Stockton Streets; Lot 016 in Assessor’s 

Block 0295, in a C-3-R (Downtown Retail) Zoning District, the Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation 

District, and an 80-130-F Height and Bulk District. The Subject Property is 35,930 square feet in area, with 

approximately 275.75 feet of frontage on Stockton Street, 137.5 feet of frontage on Post Street, and 117.5 

feet of frontage along Sutter Street. The property is developed with a 550,599 square-foot building, which 
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has two above-grade components and an integrated basement level that extends between the two above-

grade buildings. The Grand Hyatt San Francisco is a 35-story hotel building (built in 1972), which is 

located on the northern portion of the Property with frontages on Stockton and Sutter Streets. The 

southern portion of the Property is occupied by a four-story Levi’s store, as well as above- and below-

grade support space and loading access for the hotel. At the center of the property between the two 

buildings is an elevated plaza. The basement level contains conference rooms, ballrooms, and hotel 

service space. 

 

SURROUNDING PROPERTIES AND NEIGHBORHOOD 

The Project Site comprises a single parcel in the Union Square neighborhood of San Francisco. The 

surrounding area consists primarily of large retail tenants, with related visitor amenities, such as hotels 

and food service establishments throughout. The property to the west is developed with a tall three-story 

retail building, occupied by Williams-Sonoma; the property to the east is developed with a seven-story 

retail building, occupied by Nike; and the property to the south is Union Square.  

 

This district is a regional center for comparison shopper retailing and direct consumer services. It covers a 

compact area with a distinctive urban character, consists of uses with cumulative customer attraction and 

compatibility, and is easily traversed by foot. Like the adjacent Downtown Office District, this district is 

well-served by City and regional transit, with automobile parking best located at its periphery. Within the 

district, continuity of retail and consumer service uses is emphasized, with encouragement of pedestrian 

interest and amenities and minimization of conflicts between shoppers and motor vehicles. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW  

On January 28, 2014, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15302, a Certificate of Determination of 

Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review was published by the Environmental Planning 

division of the Planning Department (Case No. 2013.0628E) 

 

HEARING NOTIFICATION 

TYPE 
REQUIRED 

PERIOD 

REQUIRED 
NOTICE DATE  

ACTUAL  

NOTICE DATE  

ACTUAL 

PERIOD 

Classified News Ad 20 days January 17, 2014 December 26, 2013 42 days 

Posted Notice 20 days January 17, 2014 January 17, 2014 20 days 

Mailed Notice 10 days January 27, 2014 January 3, 2014 34 days 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

 The Department has received comments from the Service Employees International Union – 

United Service Workers West (“SEIU-USWW”) expressing opposition to this Project. The 

Department has also received a letter in support of the proposed project from the Union Square 

Business Improvement District.    
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ISSUES AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

 Major Permit to Alter: The Project is pending review and approval by the Historic Preservation 

Commission (HPC) for a Major Permit to Alter. This hearing is scheduled for February 05, 2014. If the 

Major Permit to Alter is not granted by the HPC, this hearing will be continued to a later date. 

 

 Floor Area Ratio. The existing development on the Subject Property exceeds the maximum floor area 

ratio permitted in the C-3-R District. Pending legislation (Board File No. 13-1059) would allow secondary 

structures on lots that are noncomplying with regard to floor area the ability to remove a portion of the 

secondary structure and reconstruct it so long as the project meets certain criteria, including criteria 

requiring the property to result in an overall net reduction of square footage. This pending legislation 

would require a recommendation of approval by the Planning Commission through a Downtown Project 

Authorization. The Commission would need to first recommend approval of the legislation in order to 

enable an action on the proposed entitlements for the Project. If the Commission does recommend 

approval of the proposed legislation, it would subsequently need to make the nine findings outlined in 

that Ordinance as it applies to the proposed new Apple Store Project, the findings for which are outlined 

in the attached draft Motion. 

 

 Downtown Project Authorization (Section 309). Major alteration projects in the C-3-R District 

require a Downtown Project Authorization (Section 309 Review). Although the project does not require 

the approval of any Planning Code exceptions, the Department felt that this project warranted review 

under Section 309 by the Planning Commission rather than at a staff-level. 

 

 Variance: Street Frontage Transparency.  The Planning Code requires that all street frontages that 

contain “active uses” must be at least 60% transparent.  Although the Post Street frontage is almost entirely 

transparent, as is the façade facing the public open space, the Stockton Street frontage contains only 10% 

transparency, and as such, requires the granting of a variance.  The Zoning Administrator will opine on this 

variance immediately following the Commission’s action on the Downtown Project Authorization. 

 

REQUIRED COMMISSION ACTION 

In order for the project to proceed, the Commission must 1) determine that the Project complies with 

Planning Code Section 309, including findings outlined in the Board File No. 131059 to allow for the 

demolition and reconstruction of noncomplying floor area. The Zoning Administrator must subsequently 

grant a variance from Planning Code Section 145.1. 

 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

 The Project promotes the retention and expansion of a prominent retail tenant by enabling the 

creation of a new Apple, Inc. flagship retail store on Union Square. 

 The Project will result in approximately 100 new jobs.  

 The Project will result in a building of lesser height, which will reduce the amount of shadow on 

Union Square.  

 The Project will result in an improved public open space, located between the retail building and 

the adjacent Grand Hyatt hotel building, and retain the Ruth Asawa fountain as its focal point. 

 The Project will result in a more regularized building, one that holds the corner at Post and 

Stockton Streets, resulting in an improved urban form. 
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 The Project meets all applicable requirements of the Planning Code, other than the street frontage 

transparency requirement, relief for which is being sought through a Variance Application. 

 The Project is desirable for, and compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.  

RECOMMENDATION: Approval with Conditions 

Attachments: 

Draft Motion 

Block Book Map  

Sanborn Map 

Zoning Map 

Aerial Photographs  

CEQA Determination 

Public Comments 

Context Photos, Plans and Renderings 

Project Sponsor Submittal, including: 

 - Sponsor’s Brief 

 - Alternative Façade Design 
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Attachment Checklist 

 

 

 Executive Summary   Project sponsor submittal 

 Draft Motion   Drawings: Existing Conditions  

 Environmental Determination    Check for legibility 

 Zoning District Map   Drawings: Proposed Project    

  Height & Bulk Map    Check for legibility 

 Block Book Map   3-D Renderings (new construction or 

significant addition) 

 Sanborn Map     Check for legibility 

 Aerial Photo    

 Context Photos    

 Site Photos    

     

     

     

     

 

 

Exhibits above marked with an “X” are included in this packet             EW ________ 

 Planner's Initials 

 

 

EW:  G:\Documents\309\300 Post Street (Apple)\PC Packet\ExecutiveSummary_DRAFT.doc 
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Subject to: (Select only if applicable) 

  Affordable Housing (Sec. 415) 

  Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413) 

  Downtown Park Fee (Sec. 412) 

 

  First Source Hiring (Admin. Code) 

  Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414) 

  Other 

 

 

Planning Commission Motion No. ______ 
Section 309 

HEARING DATE: FEBRUARY 6, 2014 

 

Date: January 30, 2014 

Case No.: 2013.0628EHUVX 

Project Address: 300 POST STREET (aka 345 STOCKTON STREET) 

Zoning: C-3-R (Downtown Retail) 

 80-130-F Height and Bulk District 

Block/Lot: 0295/016 

Project Sponsor: Apple, Inc. 

 c/o Daniel Frattin 

 Reuben, Junius & Rose, LLP 

 One Bush Street, Suite 600 

 San Francisco, CA  94104 

Staff Contact: Elizabeth Watty – (415) 558-6620 

 Elizabeth.Watty@sfgov.org 

 

 

 

ADOPTING FINDINGS PURSUANT TO SECTION 309 OF THE SAN FRANCISCO 

PLANNING CODE RELATED TO A DETERMINATION OF COMPLIANCE FOR THE 

MAJOR ALTERATION OF AN EXISTING RETAIL STORE (“LEVI’S”) TO 

ACCOMMODATE A NEW RETAIL BUILDING (“APPLE, INC.”) AND THE ASSOCIATED 

RENOVATION AND RECONFIGURATION OF AN OUTDOOR PUBLIC PLAZA AT 300 

POST STREET (AKA 345 STOCKTON STREET) WITHIN THE C-3-R (DOWNTOWN 

RETAIL) DISTRICT, THE KEARNY-MARKET-MASON-SUTTER CONSERVATION 

DISTRICT, AND THE 80-130-F HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT.  

 

PREAMBLE 

On August 20, 2013, Daniel Frattin of Reuben, Junius & Rose, LLP on behalf of Rick Millitello of Apple, 

Inc. (hereinafter “Project Sponsor”) filed an application with the Planning Department (hereinafter 

“Department”) for a Section 309 Determination of Compliance, to alter and reconfigure the existing retail 
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building (“Levi Strauss”) to accommodate a new retail tenant (“Apple, Inc.”) and to alter and reconfigure 

the adjacent elevated plaza at 300 Post Street (aka 345 Stockton Street, Lot 016 in Assessor’s Block 0295 

(hereinafter “Subject Property”).  

 

On August 21, 2013, Daniel Frattin of Reuben, Junius & Rose, LLP on behalf of the Project Sponsor filed 

an application with the Department for a Certificate of Appropriateness to alter and reconfigure the 

existing retail building (“Levi Strauss”) to accommodate a new retail tenant (“Apple, Inc.”) and to alter 

and reconfigure the adjacent elevated plaza that fronts Stockton Street.  

 

On August 22, 2013, Daniel Frattin of Reuben, Junius & Rose, LLP on behalf of the Project Sponsor filed 

an application with the Department for Environmental Review to alter and reconfigure the existing retail 

building (“Levi Strauss”) to accommodate a new retail tenant (“Apple, Inc.”) and to alter and reconfigure 

the adjacent elevated plaza that fronts Stockton Street.  

 

On October 02, 2013, Daniel Frattin of Reuben, Junius & Rose, LLP on behalf of the Project Sponsor filed 

an application with the Department for a Variance to alter and reconfigure the existing retail building 

(“Levi Strauss”) to accommodate a new retail tenant (“Apple, Inc.”) and to alter and reconfigure the 

adjacent elevated plaza that fronts Stockton Street.  

 

On January 16, 2014, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) continued a 

regularly scheduled meeting on Determination of Compliance Case No. 2013.0628EHUVX. 

 

On February 06, 2014, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) conducted a 

duly noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on Determination of Compliance Case No. 

2013.0628EHUVX. 

 

On January 28, 2014, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15302, a Certificate of Determination of 

Categorical Exemption from Environmental Review was published by the Environmental Planning 

division of the Planning Department (Case No. 2013.0628E). 

 

The Planning Department, Jonas P. Ionin, is the custodian of records, located in the File for Case No. 

2013.0628EHUVX, at 1650 Mission Street, Fourth Floor, San Francisco, California. 

 

The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has 

further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department 

staff, and other interested parties. 

 

MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Determination of Compliance requested in 

Application No. 2013.0628EHUVX, subject to the conditions contained in “EXHIBIT A” of this motion, 

based on the following findings: 

 

FINDINGS 

Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and 

arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows: 
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1. The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission. 

 

2. Site Description and Present Use.  The Subject Property is located at the northwest corner of 

Post and Stockton Streets; Lot 016 in Assessor’s Block 0295, in a C-3-R (Downtown Retail) Zoning 

District, the Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District, and an 80-130-F Height and 

Bulk District. The Subject Property is 35,930 square feet in area, with approximately 275.75 feet of 

frontage on Stockton Street, 137.5 feet of frontage on Post Street, and 117.5 feet of frontage along 

Sutter Street. The property is developed with a 550,599 square-foot building, which has two 

above-grade components and an integrated basement level that extends between the two above-

grade buildings. The Grand Hyatt Hotel is a 35-story hotel building (built in 1972), which is 

located on the northern portion of the Property with frontages on Stockton and Sutter Streets. The 

southern portion of the Property is occupied by a four-story Levi’s retail store, with above- and 

below-grade support space and loading access for the hotel. At the center of the property 

between the two buildings is an elevated plaza. The basement level contains conference rooms, 

ballrooms, and hotel service space.  

 

3. Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood.  The Project Site comprises a single parcel in the 

Union Square neighborhood of San Francisco. The surrounding area consists primarily of large 

retail tenants, with related visitor amenities, such as hotels and food service establishments 

throughout. The property to the west is developed with a tall three-story retail building, 

occupied by Williams-Sonoma; the property to the east is developed with a seven-story retail 

building, occupied by Nike; and the property to the south is Union Square.  

 

This district is a regional center for comparison shopper retailing and direct consumer services. It 

covers a compact area with a distinctive urban character, consists of uses with cumulative 

customer attraction and compatibility, and is easily traversed by foot. Like the adjacent 

Downtown Office District, this district is well-served by City and regional transit, with 

automobile parking best located at its periphery. Within the district, continuity of retail and 

consumer service uses is emphasized, with encouragement of pedestrian interest and amenities 

and minimization of conflicts between shoppers and motor vehicles.  

 

4. Project Description.  The Project would alter and reconfigure the retail and support portion of 

the building fronting on Post and Stockton Streets, as well as the elevated plaza.  The retail store 

fronting Post Street would be reduced in height from approximately 63 feet to approximately 47 

feet, eight-inches, lowering the number of floors from four-to-two. The loading entrance is at the 

southwest corner of the property on Post Street, adjacent to Williams-Sonoma. The 63-foot tall 

segment of the building above the loading entrance is presently used for retail and hotel service 

space. It would be reconstructed for the same use. In total, the proposed alterations would reduce 

the amount of floor area for this portion of the lot from 37,234 square feet to 23,470 square feet. 

The plaza would be reconfigured to increase in size form 4,586 square feet to 6,059 square feet. 

The fountain, designed by local artists Ruth Asawa, would be retained and moved approximately 

10 feet to the south, within the reconfigured stairs leading from Stockton Street to the renovated 

and expanded plaza.  
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5. Public Comment.  The Department has received comments from the Service Employees 

International Union – United Service Workers West (“SEIU-USWW”) expressing opposition to 

this project. The Department has also received a letter in support of the proposed project from the 

Union Square Business Improvement District.    

 

6. Planning Code Compliance:  The Commission finds that the Project  is consistent with the 

relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner: 

 

A. Floor Area Ratio (Section 124). The floor area ratio (FAR) limit as defined by Planning 

Code Section 124 for the Downtown Office District is 6.0 to 1, and can be increased to 9.0 

to 1 with the purchase of Transferable Development Rights (“TDR”). 

 

The lot area of the Subject Property is 35,930 sf. The base FAR allows for up to 215,580 sf and the 

maximum FAR allows for up to 323,370 sf at the Property. The gross floor area of the existing 

buildings on the lot is 550,599 sf, which exceeds the current FAR maximum.  At the time of the 

construction of the existing hotel and retail buildings on the lot, the Planning Code allowed up to 

six floor-area bonuses to the building in exchange for the provision of certain project amenities. 

These bonuses included shortening of walking distance (through the block), the provision of a 

plaza, and the provisions of a public observation deck above the twentieth story of the building 

(which never materialized, although the 10,000 sf FAR bonus was utilized). As a result of these 

floor-area bonuses, the lot exceeds the current FAR maximum, since the bonuses are no long 

allowed under the Planning Code; the buildings are therefore considered legal noncomplying with 

regard to FAR. 

 

The Project results in a 13,764 sf reduction, which will eliminate the need for the 10,000 sf bonus 

associated with an observation deck. Although the Project results in an overall reduction in square 

footage, the project must meet additional findings under Planning Code Section 309, under 

pending legislation recently recommended for approval by this Commission, since Planning Code 

Section 188 does not currently allow noncomplying structures to be demolished – in whole or in 

part – and reconstructed, even if to a lesser extent.  

 

Pursuant to Board File No. 13-1059, the project must meet the following criteria: 

 

i. The project would promote and enhance the C-3-R District as a retail destination. 

 

The Project would promote and enhance the C-3-R District and would result in a 

structure of substantially the same use by creating a well-designed, contemporary new 

Apple flagship store on Union Square, which is the heart of the C-3-R District. This new 

store would draw customers north on Stockton Street from the current location, 

increasing foot traffic near and around the property.  

 

ii. The project would result in an increased benefit to the public and the adjacent properties; 
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The Project includes the renovation of the adjacent public plaza that is located between 

the Grant Hyatt hotel building and the smaller retail building at the northwest corner of 

Stockton and Post Streets. The renovated plaza will include a more inviting setting, with 

seating, tables, landscaping, a water feature, and lighting, in addition to the retention of 

the Ruth Asawa fountain, which will be the centerpiece of the plaza’s stair case. These 

improvements to a public open space, along with a new retail tenant who will attract a 

large number of consumers will benefit the public as well as the adjacent properties. 

 

iii. The project would enhance the aesthetic qualities and/or character of the property; 

 

The current building is triangular in shape and is not considered an exemplar of quality 

design. The proposed building, designed by Foster & Partners, is a well-designed 

contemporary structure that is a more regularized form, consistent with other corner 

building forms that “hold” the corner. The new building, in addition to the redesigned 

public plaza, would enhance the aesthetic qualities and character of the property. 

 

iv. The project would result in a net decrease of gross floor area of all structures on the 

property; 

 

The Project would result in a net decrease of 13,764 gsf of floor area. 

 

v. The project would result in a structure that more closely conforms to the floor area ratio 

limit; 

 

The Project would result in the property going from an FAR of 15.3:1 to an FAR of 

14.9:1, thereby more closely conforming to the floor area ratio limit of 9:1. 

 

vi. The project would not result in an adverse impact to a historic resource; 

 

Although the property does not contain an historic resource, the Project is pending 

approval by the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) as to its compatibility with the 

Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District. This Downtown Project 

Authorization approval is contingent on the HPC’s approval of the Major Permit to 

Alter. 

 

vii. The project would not cause significant shadows or wind impacts on public sidewalks or 

parks; 

 

The Project would not cause significant shadows or wind effects on public sidewalks or 

parks. In fact, since the project results in a building of lesser height than the existing 

Levi’s building, the project will reduce the existing shadow cast on Union Square. 

 

viii. The project would not obstruct significant public view corridors; and  
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The Project would not obstruct significant public view corridors, since the new building 

is of a lesser height than the existing Levi’s Store building. Regularizing the building 

form from a triangle to a rectangle will not affect any identified public view corridor. 

 

ix. The Project would not significantly impair light and air to abutting properties. 

 

The Project would not significantly impair light and air to abutting properties, since the 

new building is of a lesser height than the existing Levi’s Store building. Regularizing the 

building form from a triangle to a rectangle will not adversely affect light and air to 

abutting properties, since the structure will remain unchanged along its west side 

property line, and remains a significant distance (approximately 62 feet) from the 

adjacent Grand Hyatt building, which is on the same property and under the same 

ownership as the proposed Apple retail store. 

 

B. Public Open Space (Section 138). New buildings or an addition equal to twenty percent 

or more of the existing building shall provide public open space.  

 

The Project does not propose new construction (the project is technically a major alteration, since 

the below-grade portion of the building that connects the retail building to the hotel building will 

remain), nor does it propose a twenty percent addition; the project results in an overall reduction 

in gross floor area on the lot. Although no publicly accessible open space is required under these 

circumstances, the Project will expand and renovate the existing Plaza. 

 

C. Streetscape Improvements (Section 138.1). Section 138.1 requires project sponsors to 

make streetscape Improvements where the proposed project includes the construction of 

a new building or the addition of floor area equal to 20 percent or more of an existing 

building. Under Section 138.1(c), the Commission may also require the Project Sponsor to 

install additional sidewalk improvements such as lighting, special paving, seating and 

landscaping in accordance with the guidelines of the Downtown Streetscape Plan if it 

finds that these improvements are necessary to meet the goals and objectives of the 

General Plan. 

 

The Project does not entail new construction or an addition of floor area; therefore, it does not 

require a Streetscape Plan per Section 138.1. Nonetheless, the Project will include improvements 

to the adjacent public plaza as part of the Project. 

 

D. Standards for Bird-Safe Buildings (Section 139). Section 139 requires that buildings 

incorporate certain bird-safe building features. Certain requirements apply to new 

buildings when located within an Urban Bird Refuge, while other requirements apply 

anywhere in the City. 

 

The Property is not located within 300 feet of an Urban Bird Refuge (Union Square is not 

considered to be an Urban Bird Refuge due to the lack of tree canopy and native birds), and 

therefore the Project is not required to incorporate the location-related bird-safe building 
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standards. As currently proposed, the building does not include any feature-related hazards, such 

as free-standing glass walls, wind barriers, skywalks, balconies, and greenhouses on rooftops. The 

Project therefore complies with Planning Code Section 139. 

 

E. Street Frontage Controls in Commercial Districts (Section 145.1(c)).  Section 145.1(c) of 

the Planning Code requires that within Downtown Commercial Districts, certain street 

frontage standards be included in the design of the lower floors of buildings: 

 

i. Above Grade Parking Setback. Neither the existing building nor the Project includes any 

above ground parking, and therefore this requirement does not apply. 

 

ii. Parking and Loading Entrances. No more than one-third or 20 feet, whichever is less, of 

any given street frontage may be devoted to ingress or egress to parking or loading. The 

existing access to the loading docks is along Post Street, and measures 16’-6” wide. The 

loading entrance would remain as the single-point of access to the loading docks serving 

both the retail and hotel use, and therefore complies with this requirement.  

 

iii. Active Uses. With some exceptions, “active uses” must be provided in the first 25 feet of 

the ground floor and 15 feet on floors above from any façade facing a street of at least 30 

feet. The Property fronts two streets that are equal to or greater than 30-feet in width: 

Post Street and Stockton Street. Retail uses are provided within the project for the first 25 

feet of the ground floor, and 15 feet on floors above. The project complies with this 

requirement.  

 

iv. Ground Floor Height. The ground floor height of buildings in the C-3 District must be at 

least 14 feet. The new ground floor will be approximately 43’-0”, with a mezzanine level 

constructed approximately 16’-0” above grade. The Project therefore meets this 

requirement. 

 

v. Street-Facing ground-level spaces. Street-fronting interior spaces with non-residential 

uses and lobbies must be as close as possible to the level of the adjacent sidewalk and must 

open directly to the street, instead of just through building lobbies. The retail space 

complies with this requirement as the principal entrance opens directly onto Post Street, 

while the secondary entrance opens onto the plaza level.   

 

vi. Transparency. Frontages with active uses must be at least 60 percent transparent on the 

ground floor in order to allow visibility to the inside of the building.  The Project complies 

with this requirement along the Post Street frontage, as nearly the entire frontage is 

transparent. The Project’s Stockton Street frontage, however, includes only eight feet of 

glazing, resulting in approximately 10 percent of the frontage, which does not comply 

with the 60 percent transparency requirement, and therefore requires a variance.   

 

F. Shadows on Public Sidewalks (Section 146). Section 146(a) establishes design 

requirements for buildings on certain streets in order to maintain direct sunlight on 
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public sidewalks in certain downtown areas during critical use periods. Section 146(c) 

requires that other buildings, not located on the specific streets identified in Section 

146(a), shall be shaped to reduce substantial shadow impacts on public sidewalks, if it 

can be done without unduly creating an unattractive design and without unduly 

restricting development potential. 

 

Section 146(a) provides that in order to maintain direct sunlight on public sidewalks in certain 

downtown areas during critical use periods, projects must avoid the penetration of a sun access 

plane as defined in Table 146. The north side of Post Street is not subject to these requirements, 

although the west side of Stockton Street is subject to these requirements. Along the west side of 

Stockton Street, buildings can be no more than 65 feet tall at the property line, and no portion of 

the building can penetrate a sun access plane, defined by a 50-degree angle sloping away from the 

street at a height of 65 feet. The Project complies with this requirement because it ranges from 

approximately 47-to-63 feet in height.    

 

G. Shadows on Public Open Spaces (Section 147). Section 147 seeks to reduce substantial 

shadow impacts on public plazas and other publicly accessible open spaces other than 

those protected under Section 295. Consistent with the dictates of good design and 

without unduly restricting development potential, buildings taller than 50 feet should be 

shaped to reduce substantial shadow impacts on open spaces subject to Section 147. In 

determining whether a shadow is substantial, the following factors shall be taken into 

account: the area shaded, the shadow’s duration, and the importance of sunlight to the 

area in question. 

 

The Project will result in an overall reduction in building height, and will therefore not create any 

substantial new shadow impacts on public plazas and other publically accessible spaces other than 

those protected under Section 295. 

 

H. Ground Level Wind (Section 148). Pursuant to Section 148, in C‐3 Districts, buildings 

and additions to existing buildings shall be shaped, or other wind‐baffling measures shall 

be adopted, so that the developments will not cause ground‐level wind currents to 

exceed more than 10 percent of the time year round, between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., the 

comfort level of 11 miles per hour equivalent wind speed in areas of substantial 

pedestrian use and seven miles per hour equivalent wind speed in public seating areas. 

 

When preexisting ambient wind speeds exceed the comfort level, or when a proposed 

building or addition may cause ambient wind speeds to exceed the comfort level, the 

building shall be designed to reduce the ambient wind speeds to meet the requirements. 

An exception may be granted, in accordance with the provisions of Section 309, allowing 

the building or addition to add to the amount of time that the comfort level is exceeded 

by the least practical amount if (1) it can be shown that a building or addition cannot be 

shaped and other wind‐baffling measures cannot be adopted to meet the foregoing 

requirements without creating an unattractive and ungainly building form and without 

unduly restricting the development potential of the building site in question, and (2) it is 
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concluded that, because of the limited amount by which the comfort level is exceeded, 

the limited location in which the comfort level is exceeded, or the limited time during 

which the comfort level is exceeded, the addition is insubstantial. 

 

No exception shall be granted and no building or addition shall be permitted that causes 

equivalent wind speeds to reach or exceed the hazard level of 26 miles per hour for a 

single hour of the year. 

 

The subject building is surrounded by taller buildings. Tall buildings, particularly buildings that 

are much taller than their neighbors, can redirect and accelerate naturally occurring winds. This is 

not concern at the project site, where neighboring buildings to the north and west (the prevailing 

wind direction in San Francisco) are much taller than the proposed height of the Project. As such, 

the Project would not appreciably alter existing wind conditions in the vicinity. 

 

I. Parking (Section 151.1). Planning Code Section 151.1 does not require any off‐street 

parking for projects in the C-3 districts. Parking up to 7 percent of the gross floor area of 

office use is permitted.  

 

The Project does not include any off-street parking.  

 

J. Off-Street Freight Loading (Section 152.1). Planning Code Section 152.1 requires one off-

street freight loading space when a retail space is between 10,000 gsf and 30,000 gsf. 

 

The Project reduces the retail square footage, and therefore does not require any additional off-

street loading as part of the Project. The site includes one dedicated loading space in the shared 

three-space delivery dock that is located below grade. 

 

K. Loading Access. Planning Code Section 155(s)(5) limits façade openings for off-street 

loading to 15’-0” wide in the C-3 Districts.  

 

The loading access is 15’-0” wide and therefore complies with this Code requirement. 

 

L. Bicycle Parking (Section 155.2). Planning Code Section 155.2 requires existing 

commercial buildings that undergo major renovations that increase the building's gross 

floor area by more than 20 percent to include bicycle parking spaces.  

  

Since the Project results in a net reduction of gross floor area, bicycle parking is not required.  

 

M. Use (Sections 218(b)). The project site is located in a Downtown Retail (C‐3‐R) District 

wherein retail uses are permitted and encouraged.  

 

The Project will retain retail uses at the site, and thus complies with Planning Code Section 218.  
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N. Height (Section 260). The property is located in an 80-130-F Height and Bulk District, 

allowing a base height of up to 80 feet. Exceptions to the 80 foot height limit, up to 130 

feet, may be approved in appropriate cases in accordance with the provisions of Section 

309.  

 

The Project would retain a height of 63 feet for the bay along the west side of the project site that 

contains the loading entrance. The remainder of the retail structure will result in an overall 

reduction in height, from 63 feet to 47’-8”.  The Project would therefore be well under the 

Planning Code’s base permitted height of 80 feet.   

 

O. Bulk Limits (Section 270). Planning Code Section 270 places certain bulk controls on 

buildings in F-Bulk Districts. Certain controls apply to the portion of the building above 

the base height of 80 feet. 

 

The Project is under a height of 80 feet, and thus the F-Bulk controls do not apply. 

 

P. Shadows on Parks (Section 295). Section 295 requires any project proposing a structure 

exceeding a height of 40 feet to undergo a shadow analysis in order to determine if the 

project will result in the net addition of shadow to properties under the jurisdiction of 

the Recreation and Park Department. 

 

The Department conducted a shadow analysis as part of the Preliminary Project Assessment and 

determined that the Project would not have the potential to create any net-new shadow on any 

property under the jurisdiction of, or designated for acquisition by, the Recreation and Park 

Department. In fact, since the project results in a building of lesser height than the existing Levi’s 

Store building, the Project will reduce the existing shadow cast on Union Square. The Project 

therefore complies with this requirement. 

 

7. General Plan Compliance.  The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives 

and Policies of the General Plan: 

 

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY ELEMENT 

Objectives and Policies 

 

OBJECTIVE 2: 

MAINTAIN AND ENHANCE A SOUND AND DIVERSE ECONOMIC BASE AND FISCAL 

STRUCTURE FOR THE CITY. 

 

Policy 2.1: 

Seek to retain existing commercial and industrial activity and to attract new such activity to the 

city. 
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The Project supports this policy in that it enhances the retail economic base by facilitating the retention and 

expansion of Apple, Inc. within the City’s destination retail shopping core. It will result in an increase in 

tax revenue for the City and an increase in employment opportunities for City residents. 

 

OBJECTIVE 3: 

PROVIDE EXPANDED EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR CITY RESIDENTS, 

PARTICULARLY THE UNEMPLOYED AND ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED. 

 

Policy 3.1: 

Promote the attraction, retention and expansion of commercial and industrial firms which 

provide employment improvement opportunities for unskilled and semi-skilled workers. 

 

The Project supports this policy by allowing for the retention and expansion of Apple, Inc. within the 

Union Square area. Apple’s retail store provides employment opportunities for unskilled and semi-skilled 

workers, and they plan to hire approximately 100 more employees than are currently employed at the Levi’s 

retail store on this property.  

 

DOWNTOWN AREA PLAN 

Objectives and Policies 

 

OBJECTIVE 1: 

MANAGE ECONOMIC GROWTH AND CHANGE TO ENSURE ENHNACEMENT OF THE 

TOTAL CITY LIVING AND WORKING ENVIRONMENT. 

 

Policy 1.1: 

Encourage development which produces substantial net benefits and minimizes undesirable 

consequences. Discourage development which has substantial undesirable consequences which 

cannot be mitigated. 

 

The Project strongly supports this Policy, as it replaces an unusually-shaped retail building with a more 

traditionally-shaped retail building across the street from Union Square.  The building will be of a lesser 

height, while maintaining a similar level of retail activity and employment, and will therefore produce 

substantial net benefits while minimizing undesirable consequences.  

 

OBJECTIVE 3: 

IMPROVE DOWNTOWN SAN FRANCISCO’S POSITION AS THE REGION’S PRIME 

LOCATION FOR SPECIALIZED RETAIL TRADE. 

 

Policy 3.1: 

Maintain high quality, specialty retail shopping facilities in the retail core. 

 

The Project strongly supports this Policy, in that it enables one of the world’s most prominent technology 

companies to locate its flagship retail store in the heart of the Union Square.  
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OBJECTIVE 9: 

PROVIDE QUALITY OPEN SPACE IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITY AND VARIETY TO MEET 

THE NEEDS OF DOWNTOWN WORKERS, RESIDENTS, AND VISITORS. 

 

Policy 9.2: 

Provide different kinds of open space downtown. 

 

Policy 9.4 

Provide a variety of seating arrangements in open spaces throughout downtown. 

 

The Project strongly supports these Policies, in that it enables the reconfiguration and improvement of an 

existing public plaza that is currently not well used. The improvements to this plaza as part of this Project 

will result in a well-designed open space within the Union Square area that is more intimate than the large 

public plaza of Union Square. The remodeled plaza will include new tables and chairs, landscaping, 

lighting, and water features along its east and west sides. 

 

OBJECTIVE 10: 

ASSURE THAT OPEN SPACES ARE ACCESSIBLE AND USABLE 

 

Policy 10.3: 

Keep open space facilities available to the public. 

 

Policy 10.4: 

Provide open space that is clearly visible and easily reached from the street or pedestrian way. 

 

The Project will result in an improved and redesigned public plaza. The reconfigured public plaza will be 

available to the public, clearly visible, and easily reached from Stockton Street. Furthermore, the design of 

the Apple Store retail building will allow the open space to be visible from Union Square, through the 

building, further reinforcing its visibility and accessibility to the public. 

 

8. Planning Code Section 101.1(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review 

of permits for consistency with said policies.  On balance, the project does comply with said 

policies in that:  

 

A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future 

opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.  

 

The existing Levi’s retail store is not just a neighborhood-serving retail use, but also contributes to the 

visitor shopping experience that is prevalent in Union Square. The proposed Apple flagship store will 

similarly serve both the immediate neighborhood as well as the visitor shopping experience in Union 

Square. The new Apple store will employ approximately 425 employees, 70% of whom are San 

Francisco residents, thereby increasing the resident employment opportunities within the City. 
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B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to 

preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods. 

 

The Project would not adversely affect any existing housing, since the Property is currently occupied 

by a retail building that would be replaced by a new retail building. The Union Square shopping 

district is defined by destination retail shopping and visitor services, such as restaurants and hotel 

uses; the proposed Apple flagship store will positively contribute to the other retail, restaurant, and 

hotel uses in the area. 

 

C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced. 

 

The Project replaces an existing retail building with a new retail building, and as such, will not 

adversely affect the City’s supply of affordable housing. 

 

D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or 

neighborhood parking.  

 

The Property is situated in Union Square, the City’s destination shopping district, which is within two 

blocks of BART and the MUNI metro, and within one block of numerous MUNI bus lines. The Central 

Subway’s Union Square Station will further improve the Project’s transit accessibility. Apple expects 

that the majority of its workers will commute by transit and will encourage them to do so by offering a 

$100 monthly reimbursement for public transit. There is almost no long-term on-street parking 

available in the area, so employees who do choose to drive to work would likely use one of the large 

public parking garages, which are priced to discourage long-term parking.  

 

E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors 

from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for 

resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced. 

 

The Project will replace an existing retail building with a new retail building that includes no 

commercial office development.  The new Apple, Inc. retail store is expected to staff approximately 425 

employees (about 70% of whom reside in San Francisco) and generate substantial retail activity.  

 

F. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of 

life in an earthquake. 

 

The Project would be constructed to meet all of the most current and rigorous seismic and life-safety 

requirements of the San Francisco Building Code.  This proposal would not adversely affect the 

property’s ability to withstand an earthquake. 

 

G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.  

 

No landmarks or historic buildings would be modified as part of this Project.  
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H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from 

development.  

 

The project will have no negative impact on existing parks and open spaces; there will be no net new 

shadows cast on any park, and the Project includes improvements to the adjacent public open space. 

 

9. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code 

provided under Section 101.1(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character 

and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.  

 

10. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Downtown Authorization would promote the 

health, safety and welfare of the City. 
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DECISION 

That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other 

interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other 

written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES a Determination of 

Compliance under Section 309, Application No. 2013.0628EHUVX, subject to the following conditions 

attached hereto as “EXHIBIT A”, and subject to the Conditions of Approval of Planning Commission 

Motion No. ______, in general conformance with plans on file, dated August 15, 2013, and stamped 

“EXHIBIT B”, which is incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth. 

 

APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION:  Any aggrieved person may appeal this Section 309 

Determination of Compliance to the Board of Appeals within fifteen (15) days after the date of this 

Motion. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not appealed OR the date 

of the decision of the Board of Appeals if appealed to the Board of Appeals. For further information, 

please contact the Board of Appeals in person at 1650 Mission Street, Room 304, San Francisco, or call 

(415) 575-6880. 

 

 

I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on January 16, 2014. 

 

 

Jonas P. Ionin 

Commission Secretary 

 

 

 

AYES:  

 

NAYS:   

 

ABSENT:   

 

ADOPTED: February 06, 2014 
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EXHIBIT A 
AUTHORIZATION 

1. This authorization is for the granting of a Downtown Authorization pursuant to Planning Code 

Section 309, to allow the alteration and reconfiguration of the existing retail building to 

accommodate a new retail tenant (“Apple, Inc.”) and to alter and reconfigure the adjacent 

elevated plaza at 300 Post Street (aka 345 Stockton Street), Lot 016 in Assessor’s Block 0295 within 

the C-3-R District and a 80-130-F Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans, 

dated February 06, 2014, and stamped “EXHIBIT B” included in the docket for Case No. 

2013.0628EHUVX and subject to conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the 

Commission on February 6, 2014, under Motion No. _____.  This authorization and the conditions 

contained herein run with the property and not with a particular Project Sponsor, business, or 

operator. 

 

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

2. Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning 

Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the 

Recorder of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property.  This Notice shall state 

that the project is subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and 

approved by the Planning Commission on February 06, 2014, under Motion No. _____. 

 

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS 

3. The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. _____ 

shall be reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building 

permit application for the Project.  The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the 

Planning Code Section 309 Determination of Compliance and any subsequent amendments or 

modifications.    

 

SEVERABILITY 

4. The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements.  If any clause, sentence, 

section or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such 

invalidity shall not affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these 

conditions.  This decision conveys no right to construct, or to receive a building permit.  “Project 

Sponsor” shall include any subsequent responsible party. 

 

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS   

5. Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.  

Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval 

of a new Planning Code Section 309 Determination of Compliance.  
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting 

PERFORMANCE 

6. Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years 

from the effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a 

Building Permit or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within 

this three-year period. 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

7. Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year 

period has lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an 

application for an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for 

Authorization. Should the project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit 

application, the Commission shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of 

the Authorization. Should the Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of 

the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued 

validity of the Authorization. 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

8. Diligent pursuit. Once a site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence 

within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued 

diligently to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider 

revoking the approval if more than three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was 

approved. 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

9. Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of 

the Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an 

appeal or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or 

challenge has caused delay. 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

10. Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other 

entitlement shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in 

effect at the time of such approval. 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

http://www.sf-planning.org/
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11. Additional Project Authorization. The Project Sponsor must obtain a variance for street frontage 

transparency under Section 145.1 to allow less than 60% of the Stockton Street frontage to be 

transparent at the pedestrian level, and satisfy all the conditions thereof. The conditions set forth 

below are additional conditions required in connection with the Project. If these conditions 

overlap with any other requirement imposed on the Project, the more restrictive or protective 

condition or requirement, as determined by the Zoning Administrator, shall apply. 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org.   

 

DESIGN – COMPLIANCE AT PLAN STAGE 

12. Final Materials.  The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with Planning Department on the 

building design.  The final design – including the final glazing details – shall be reviewed and 

approved by the Planning Department prior to issuance of the architectural addenda.   

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, 

www.sf-planning.org  

 

13. Garbage, composting and recycling storage.  Space for the collection and storage of garbage, 

composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly 

labeled and illustrated on the building permit plans.  Space for the collection and storage of 

recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other 

standards specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level 

of the buildings.   

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

14. Rooftop Mechanical Equipment.  Pursuant to Planning Code 141, the Project Sponsor shall 

submit a roof plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the building permit 

application.  Rooftop mechanical equipment, if any is proposed as part of the Project, is required 

to be screened so as not to be visible from any point at or below the roof level of the subject 

building.   

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, 

www.sf-planning.org.   

 

15. Lighting Plan.  The Project Sponsor shall submit an exterior lighting plan to the Planning 

Department prior to Planning Department approval of the site permit application. 

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

16. Open Space Provision - C-3 Districts.  Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138, the Project 

Sponsor shall continue to work with Planning Department staff to refine the design and 

programming of the public open space so that the open space generally meets the standards of 

the Downtown Open Space Guidelines in the Downtown Plan of the General Plan.   

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, 

www.sf-planning.org 

http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://www.sf-planning.org/
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17. Open Space Plaques - C-3 Districts.  Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138, the Project Sponsor 

shall install the required public open space plaques at each building entrance including the 

standard City logo identifying it; the hours open to the public and contact information for 

building management. The plaques shall be plainly visible from the public sidewalks on 

California and Battery Streets and shall indicate that the open space is accessible to the public. 

Design of the plaques shall utilize the standard templates provided by the Planning Department, 

as available, and shall be approved by the Department staff prior to installation. 

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

18. Transformer Vault.  The location of individual project PG&E Transformer Vault installations has 

significant effects to San Francisco streetscapes when improperly located.  However, they may 

not have any impact if they are installed in preferred locations.  Therefore, the Planning 

Department recommends the following preference schedule in locating new transformer vaults, 

in order of most to least desirable: 

a. On-site, in a basement area accessed via a garage or other access point without use of 

separate doors on a ground floor façade facing a public right-of-way; 

b. On-site, in a driveway, underground; 

c. On-site, above ground, screened from view, other than a ground floor façade facing a 

public right-of-way; 

d. Public right-of-way, underground, under sidewalks with a minimum width of 12 feet, 

avoiding effects on streetscape elements, such as street trees; and based on Better Streets 

Plan guidelines; 

e. Public right-of-way, underground; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines; 

f. Public right-of-way, above ground, screened from view; and based on Better Streets Plan 

guidelines; 

g. On-site, in a ground floor façade (the least desirable location). 

Unless otherwise specified by the Planning Department, Department of Public Work’s Bureau of 

Street Use and Mapping (DPW BSM) should use this preference schedule for all new transformer 

vault installation requests.  

For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public 

Works at 415-554-5810, http://sfdpw.org  

 

19. Overhead Wiring. The Property owner will allow MUNI to install eyebolts in the building 

adjacent to its electric streetcar line to support its overhead wire system if requested by MUNI or 

MTA.  

For information about compliance, contact San Francisco Municipal Railway (Muni), San Francisco 

Municipal Transit Agency (SFMTA), at 415-701-4500, www.sfmta.org 

 

PARKING AND TRAFFIC 

20. Managing Traffic during Construction.  The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s) shall 

coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco Municipal 

Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Planning 

http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://www.sfmta.org/
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Department, and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to manage 

traffic congestion and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.   

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org  

 

MONITORING - AFTER ENTITLEMENT 

21. Enforcement.  Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in 

this Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject 

to the enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code 

Section 176 or Section 176.1.  The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to 

other city departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction. 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org  

 

22. Revocation due to Violation of Conditions.  Should implementation of this Project result in 

complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not 

resolved by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the 

specific conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning 

Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public 

hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization. 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

OPERATION 

23. Garbage, Recycling, and Composting Receptacles. Garbage, recycling, and compost containers 

shall be kept within the premises and hidden from public view, and placed outside only when 

being serviced by the disposal company.  Trash shall be contained and disposed of pursuant to 

garbage and recycling receptacles guidelines set forth by the Department of Public Works.  

For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public 

Works at 415-554-.5810, http://sfdpw.org  

 

24. Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building 

and all sidewalks abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary condition in compliance 

with the Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance Standards.   

For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public 

Works, 415-695-2017, http://sfdpw.org   

 

25. Community Liaison.  Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the project and 

implement the approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to 

deal with the issues of concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties.  The Project 

Sponsor shall provide the Zoning Administrator with written notice of the name, business 

address, and telephone number of the community liaison.  Should the contact information 

change, the Zoning Administrator shall be made aware of such change.  The community liaison 

http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://sfdpw.org/
http://sfdpw.org/
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shall report to the Zoning Administrator what issues, if any, are of concern to the community and 

what issues have not been resolved by the Project Sponsor.   

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org 

 

26. Lighting.  All Project lighting shall be directed onto the Project site and immediately surrounding 

sidewalk area only, and designed and managed so as not to be a nuisance to adjacent residents.  

Nighttime lighting shall be the minimum necessary to ensure safety, but shall in no case be 

directed so as to constitute a nuisance to any surrounding property. 

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 

www.sf-planning.org 

  

http://www.sf-planning.org/
http://www.sf-planning.org/
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SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Certificate of Determination 
Exemption from Environmental Review 

Case No.: 2013.0628E 
Project Title: 300 Post Street/345 Stockton Street 
Zoning: C-3-R (Downtown Retail) 

Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District 

80-130-F Height and Bulk District 

Block/Lot: 0295/016 

Lot Size: 35,391 square feet 

Project Sponsor: Apple, Inc., c/o Daniel Frattin, Reuben, Junius & Rose 
(415) 567-9000 

Staff Contact: Jeanie Poling - (415) 575-9072 
jeanie.poling@sfgov.org  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

1650 Mission St. 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, 
CA 94103-2479 

Reception: 
415.558.6378 

Fax: 
415.558.6409 

Planning 
Information: 
415.558.6377 

The project site is located in the Downtown/Civic Center neighborhood on the northwest corner of Post 

and Stockton Streets within the block bounded by Post, Stockton, Sutter, and Powell Streets. The project 

site contains a 550,599-square-foot (sf) building complex with two above-grade components (a 35-story 

hotel structure fronting Stockton and Sutter Streets, and four-story 37,234 sf retail structure fronting Post 

Street), an elevated plaza between the two structures, and basement levels below the entire project site. 
The proposed project would replace the existing retail structure with a three-story 23,470 sf retail 

structure. 

EXEMPT STATUS: 

Categorical Exemption, Class 2 (California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 
15302(b)) 

REMARKS: 

See next page. 

DETERMINATION: 

I do hereby certify that the above determination has been made pursuant to State and local requirements. 

ZdL 
Sarah B. Jones 	 Date 

Environmental Review Officer 

cc: Daniel Frattin, Project Sponsor 
	

Supervisor David Chiu, District 3 

Elizabeth Watty, Current Planner 
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Kelly Wong, Preservation Planner 
	

Distribution List; Virna Byrd, M.D.F. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (continued):  
The northern portion of the project site contains a 35-story hotel structure that fronts Stockton and Sutter 
Streets. The southern portion of the project site contains a four-story triangular retail structure and above-
grade support space and loading access for the hotel. The two structures share a three-level basement, 
and the retail structure has a partial fourth basement level (mechanical room). Between the two structures 
is an elevated triangle-shaped retail plaza that is accessed by a set of wide brick steps leading up from the 
sidewalk on Stockton Street. On the steps leading up to the plaza is a fountain designed by noted sculptor 
Ruth Asawa. 

The proposed project would include the following elements:  

• Reconfigure the triangular structure to an L-shaped plan with the two-story retail store at the street 
corner and a narrow three-story back of house space between the retail store and the adjacent 
building to the west along Post Street.  

• Reduce the height of the retail store structure from four to two stories at the Post Street (front) façade 
(from approximately 63 feet to approximately 47.5 feet) and reclad the exterior.  

• Reconfigure the triangular plaza into a rectangle, increasing the plaza in size from 4,586 sf to 6,059 sf, 
and renovating it with new landscaping, lighting, seating, and paving.  

• Move the Ruth Asawa fountain 10 feet from its current location to the center of the stairs that lead 
from Stockton Street to the renovated and expanded plaza. 

The proposed retail structure would be supported by two main column foundations that would be 
approximately 19 feet by 10 feet by 6 feet deep; three additional wall footings approximately 31 feet by 5 
feet by 2.5 feet deep, 24 feet by 5 feet by 2.5 feet deep, and 18 feet by 6 feet by 3 feet deep; and about 12 
other footings that would be approximately 5 feet by 5 feet by 3 feet deep. 

Project Approvals. The proposed project requires a legislative amendment that would allow secondary 
structures that are non-conforming with regards to floor area ratio in a C-3-R Zoning District to be 
demolished and rebuilt, if the Planning Commission can make certain findings.1 The legislative 
amendment requires approval by the Board of Supervisors and signature by the Mayor. The proposed 
project also requires approval of a Major Permit to Alter by the Historic Preservation Commission, is 
subject to a Downtown Project Authorization from the Planning Commission, and requires a variance for 
glazing requirements from the Zoning Administrator. In addition, the project requires the issuance of a 
building permit by the Department of Building Inspection. For purposes of CEQA, the approval action is 
the Downtown Project Authorization from the Planning Commission. 

                                                           
1 Board of Supervisors File No. 131059, introduced October 29, 2013. For purposes of this legislation, a 

secondary structure means a structure located on a lot with two or more structures that has no more 
than one-quarter of the gross floor area of the primary structure on the lot. The project site (300 Post 
Street/345 Stockton Street) is the only parcel in a C-3-R Zoning District that contains a secondary 
structure that is nonconforming with regards to floor area ratio; thus, this ordinance would apply to 
only the project site and would affect no other properties. The Planning Department is recommending 
an amendment to the legislation that would expressly limit it to the 300 Post Street/345 Stockton Street 
property. 
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REMARKS:  
Historical Architectural Resources. In evaluating whether the proposed project would be exempt from 
environmental review under CEQA, the Planning Department must first determine whether the existing 
property is a historical resource. Under CEQA, a property qualifies as a historic resource if it is listed in, 
or determined to be eligible for listing in, the California Register of Historical Resources, or if it is 
considered a contributor to a potential historic district.  

An earlier version of the proposed project was reviewed by the Architectural Review Committee (ARC) 
of the Historic Preservation Commission on December 4, 2013. At the ARC meeting, the Commissioners 
questioned whether certain aspects of the proposed design were compatible with the surrounding 
Conservation District. These comments were summarized in a memorandum to the project sponsor dated 
December 17, 2013. In response to the ARC comments, the project sponsor submitted a revised project 
design on January 6, 2014. The historic resource evaluation response (HRER) prepared by the Planning 
Department’s preservation staff evaluates the currently proposed project and is summarized as follows.2  

The project site is located in the locally designated Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District, 
which is considered a historic resource for purposes of CEQA. The project site is a non-contributing 
property within the district designated pursuant to Article 11 of the Planning Code. The 300 Post 
Street/345 Stockton Street complex was constructed in 1972, and the Ruth Asawa fountain was completed 
in 1973. The retail structure was substantially altered in 1998.  

The hotel and retail complex was built during the early stages of a broader redevelopment trend in the 
second half of the twentieth century and does not appear to have made a significant contribution to 
patterns of local and regional history in a manner that would make it eligible for listing in the California 
Register under Criterion 1 (events). There appears to be no information to indicate that the Ruth Asawa 
fountain is associated with historic events or trends that would make it eligible for inclusion on the 
California Register individually under Criterion 1.  

No persons who have made significant contributions to local, state, or national history have been 
identified with the establishment or operation of any hotel-associated uses and retail business that have 
occupied the subject property. Therefore, the complex does not appear eligible for listing in the California 
Register under Criterion 2 (events). Although Ruth Asawa was a well-known San Francisco sculptor and 
artist, her association with the fountain is not eligible for listing under Criterion 2 but is most significant 
under Criterion 3. 

The hotel and retail complex was completed in 1972 in a Corporate Modern style designed by noted 
architectural firm, Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill. Though sensitive to the scale of the surrounding 
historic commercial area, the site layout and massing are not remarkable enough to render the complex 
individually significant. The complex does not appear to be exemplary as a type, period, or method of 
construction; nor does it exhibit high artistic value. The design of the complex and of the individual 
structures and features does not rise to a level such that a 41-year old complex would be considered 
eligible for listing in the California Register. Therefore, the complex does not appear eligible for listing in 
the California Register under Criterion 3 (architecture).  

                                                           
2  San Francisco Planning Department, Historic Resource Evaluation Response, 345 Stockton Street, Case No. 

2013.0628E, January 21, 2014. This report is attached. 
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The fountain, designed by San Francisco sculptor Ruth Asawa, is significant for its high artistic values 
and association with Ruth Asawa. Asawa was commissioned for many public art projects throughout the 
Bay Area, and she has been recognized and honored for her contributions to San Francisco’s public 
spaces. Highly visible on a busy block of Stockton Street, the fountain displays iconic scenes specific to 
San Francisco, cast in bronze, and has been recognized for its accessibility for blind and visually impaired 
people to actually touch and feel. Thus, the fountain appears to be individually significant as an object 
and eligible for listing on the California Register due to its design and association with a master artist 
(Criterion 3).  

The project site is not significant under Criterion 4 (important in prehistory or history), which is typically 
associated with archaeological resources. This significance criterion typically applies to rare construction 
types when involving the built environment. Neither the retail structure nor the fountain is a rare 
construction type. 

The Ruth Asawa fountain retains integrity of location, design, materials, feeling, association, and 
workmanship. Integrity of setting has been somewhat compromised by alterations to the retail store. 
Overall, the Ruth Asawa fountain conveys its significance individually.  

The character-defining features of the fountain include its installation within the stairs accessing the 
plaza, its cast bronze panels, and its function as a fountain. The character-defining features of the Kearny-
Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District include rectilinear massing, two- or three-part vertical 
compositions, articulated bays, vertical orientation, masonry cladding in earth tones, and fine details such 
as arches, columns, pilasters, projecting bracketed cornices, multiple belt-courses, elaborate lintels and 
pediments, and decorated spandrels. 

The HRER prepared by the Planning Department’s preservation staff evaluated the proposed project’s 
consistency with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Secretary’s Standards) and is 
summarized as follows:  

• The removal of the existing structure at 300 Post would not have an adverse impact on the 
district, because the structure is a non-contributory resource.  

• The proposed replacement structure would reintroduce a rectilinear plan that would extend to 
the property line at both Post and Stockton Streets; the rectilinear plan characterizes buildings 
throughout the district.  

• The proposed height of the structure would match that of its immediate neighbor to the west, 
which is the only historic building along that block of Post Street, and would provide a strong 
street wall massing at the Post and Stockton Street elevations. Overall, the proposed height and 
massing would be consistent with the varied building heights found throughout the district.  

• At the back of house portion of the retail structure, incised joints in the cast stone paneling would 
break up its mass in a manner similar to belt or string coursing, and additional articulation at the 
roofline would reference cornice details found within the district in a contemporary manner.  

• At the front (Post Street) façade of the retail structure, the raised entrance and stairs would 
emphasize the base of the structure while the full-height steel framing members set within the 
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projecting chamfered frame would suggest a Classical colonnade in a contemporary idiom. The 
raised entrance and stairs would help organize the elevation into a two-part composition with a 
base and shaft. The shaft would be capped by the projecting metal frame in a manner consistent 
with projecting cornices typical of buildings within the district.  

• The large windows would be framed with full-height steel members that would articulate the 
façade into five bays, with the end bays differentiated by their reduced width and the location of 
the two main retail entrances. This emphasis on the end or center bays is a common 
compositional device in the district, as noted in the district designation.  

• The steel framing members would articulate the façade, emphasize the vertical composition, and 
express underlying structural requirements in a contemporary manner that would be in 
conformance with the Secretary’s Standards and that would be compatible with the district.  

• At the Stockton Street façade, the frontage would be broken into two parts with the inset full-
height glazed bay. Emphasis on the vertical composition would be made with the orientation and 
size of the metal panel cladding and with the glazed bay. The glazed bay would divide this 
façade into two parts in a manner similar to historic buildings with wider frontages; the glazed 
bay would be broken up by articulation of the facade, making the structure appear narrower. As 
divided, the Stockton Street frontage would relate in width and proportion with buildings found 
within the district.  

• The cladding material and color of back of house portion of the retail structure would be 
compatible with the surrounding district and would be in conformance with the Secretary’s 
Standards, as it is a stone material with a texture and color that would be consistent with other 
masonry cladding found throughout the district.  

• While the metal panel cladding proposed on the retail structure is not a material that is typical of 
the district, the color and matte finish proposed would be compatible with the texture and tone of 
masonry found on surrounding buildings and throughout the district. The Secretary’s Standards 
allow, or do not discourage, use of contemporary materials provided they are “harmonious” with 
the surrounding character. The proposed metal paneling would not be reflective and would have 
a matte finish such that it would not be disruptive to the character of the district. 

• The plaza to the north of the proposed new retail structure would change in shape from 
triangular to rectangular. While there are no specific requirements for open spaces within the 
Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District, the proposed reconfiguration of the plaza 
would be designed in a manner that would improve the compatibility of the plaza with the 
district. The rectilinear space would be more consistent with the pattern and shape of buildings in 
the district. The proposed stone paving and simple landscaping would be compatible with the 
character of the district and in conformance with the Secretary’s Standards.  

• The Ruth Asawa fountain would be photo-documented in situ and carefully removed from its 
existing location, protected, and stored during construction in conformance with the Secretary’s 
Standards. When the site is ready, the fountain would be reinstalled approximately 10 feet from 
its existing location in a manner that matches the existing as closely as possible in conformance 
with the Secretary’s Standards. 
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In conclusion, the proposed project would be consistent with the Secretary’s Standards and would not 
result in a substantial adverse change in the significance of the Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter 
Conservation District or on individual resources within the District. 

Air Quality. Project construction activities would be temporary and variable in nature and would not be 
expected to expose sensitive receptors to substantial air pollutants. Furthermore, the proposed project 
would be subject to, and would comply with, California regulations limiting idling to no more than five 
minutes,3 which would further reduce the exposure of nearby sensitive receptors to temporary and 
variable toxic air contaminant emissions. The project would also be subject to the City’s construction dust 
control ordinance (Ordinance 176-08, effective July 30, 2008), which requires specific fugitive dust control 
measures that reduce the quantity of dust generated during site preparation, demolition, and 
construction in order to protect the health of the general public and of onsite workers. Therefore, project 
construction would result in a less-than-significant impact with respect to exposing sensitive receptors to 
substantial levels of air pollution. 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions. The significance standard applied to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
generated during project construction and operation is based on whether the project complies with a plan 
for the reduction of GHG emissions. San Francisco’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy documents the 
City’s policies, programs, and regulations that reduce municipal and communitywide GHG emissions. 
The proposed project would be consistent with San Francisco’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy, as 
demonstrated by completion of the Compliance Checklist for Greenhouse Gas Analysis.4 Therefore, the 
proposed project would result in a less-than-significant impact with respect to GHG emissions. 

Subsoil Contamination. The proposed project would involve approximately 116 cubic yards of 
excavation starting at approximately 34 feet below street grade on a site that has no history of industrial 
use or prior contamination. Thus, impacts related to exposure to subsoil contamination would be less 
than significant. 

Biological Resources. The project is subject to bird-safe standards to reduce bird mortality from 
circumstances that are known to pose a high risk to birds.5 A wildlife ecologist conducted an analysis to 
assess the proposed project’s compliance with these bird-safe standards, and evaluated any potential 
adverse effects on candidate, sensitive, or special-status bird species, and the potential for bird collisions 
with the proposed project’s glass façades.6 The report is summarized as follows. 

                                                           
3  California Code of Regulations, Title 13, Division 3, § 2485. 
4   San Francisco Planning Department, Compliance Checklist, Greenhouse Gas Analysis, 300 Post Street/345 

Stockton Street, January 16, 2014. This document is available for review at 1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor, 
as part of Case No. 2013.0628E. 

5 Per Planning Code Section 139 the project site is subject to feature-related hazards but not location-
related hazards, as Union Square is not an urban bird refuge. Feature-related hazards include free-
standing glass walls, wind barriers, skywalks, balconies, and greenhouses on rooftops that have 
unbroken glazed segments 24 square feet and larger in size. 

6  HT Harvey & Associates Ecological Consultants, 300 Post St. Proposed Project – Avian Collision Risk/Bird 
Safe Design Assessment, September 24, 2013. This report is available for review at 1650 Mission Street, 4th 
Floor, as part of Case No. 2013.0628E.  
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During a site visit on August 6, 2013, individual birds were observed and counted. Accounting for 
seasonal breeding and migratory patterns, an assessment was made of the suitability of vegetation within 
the survey area to support birds that might not have been present during the site visit, and how birds 
might use resources around the project site. The assessment also included an Internet search for bird 
observations at Union Square and contact with San Francisco Recreation & Park Department 
representatives to determine whether bird strikes had been reported at Union Square. 

Of the 123 individual birds observed in and around Union Square and the project site at elevations at or 
below the height of the proposed project, the vast majority (114) were non-native urban-adapted species 
that are not protected by the Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act or California Fish and Game Code. Only 
eight individuals of three native bird species (protected by State and federal law) were seen perched at 
elevations at or below the height of the proposed project – five Brewer’s blackbirds, including three in 
Union Square Park and two along Stockton St. on the east side of the project site; a juvenile white-
crowned sparrow in Union Square; and two California gulls perched on light posts around the park. Of 
these species, the Brewer’s blackbirds and white-crowned sparrow could potentially nest in the park. 
More than 10 California gulls, 50 or more western gulls, and four American crows were observed flying 
high overhead. In addition, a pair of adult peregrine falcons was observed flying very high over Union 
Square and perched on the east side of the hotel structure on the north side of the project site. 

The potential for avian collisions with the façades of the proposed structure was assessed, taking into 
account the location of the structure relative to food and vegetation, the distance from the glass façades to 
those resources, the potential for vegetation to be reflected in the glass façades, and the existing 
conditions of the façades of other buildings around Union Square. 

No vegetation, water, food sources, or other native bird attractants are currently present or are proposed 
as part of the project immediately in front of the store. Thus, there is no reason why birds would fly 
toward the store unless vegetation from Union Square or the sky were reflected in the façade, unless birds 
were flying around in conditions of poor visibility (e.g., fog), or unless birds were able to see vegetation 
on the back side of the store through the front windows. The glass to be used on these façades would not 
be highly reflective and the glass on the front façade would be set back 8 feet below an overhang, 
reducing the degree to which the sky and vegetation would be reflected.  

In summary, while occasional collisions between native birds and the glass façades of the proposed 
project may occur — as could occur with any building — the number of such collisions is expected to be 
low due to the low abundance of native birds and suitable habitat for these birds present in the vicinity; 
the low reflectivity of the proposed glass; and the lack of any vegetation proposed in front of the store or 
just inside the façades. Lighting from the project would have little, if any, adverse effect on the few native 
birds that would occur in the project vicinity. Furthermore, there are no significant or landmark trees on 
or adjacent to the property. Thus the proposed project’s potential adverse effects on candidate, sensitive, 
or special-status animal or plant species would be less than significant. 

Geology and Soils. The proposed project was evaluated in a geotechnical report that addresses 
foundation support.7 The report is summarized as follows.  

                                                           
7  URS Corporation, Geotechnical Report, Apple Store (Union Square), San Francisco, California, December 11, 

2013. This report is available for review at 1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor, as part of Case No. 2013.0628E. 
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The triangular retail structure is founded on a combination of isolated spread footings and a mat 
foundation; the hotel tower is founded on 38 drilled piers socketed in Franciscan bedrock. The proposed 
project would replace the existing above-ground triangular (retail) structure with a three-story 
rectangular structure in the same location. Based on the available information, the proposed structure can 
be constructed as planned, provided the recommendations presented in the geotechnical report are 
incorporated into the project plans and implemented during design and construction.  
 
The proposed structural support would consist of a mega truss system supported by two columns. To 
accommodate the anticipated loading conditions, the mega truss should be supported by spread footings 
at least 13 by 13 feet square below the existing third basement level. If construction of the footings is not 
feasible due to site constraints, deep foundation (rock-socketed cast-in drill hole pile foundations, or 
micropiles) may be required.  
 
Cast-in drill hole (CIDH) pile foundations (also known as drilled piers, drilled caissons and bored piles) 
are considered to be a feasible foundation alternative for this project. CIDH piles may range from 2 to 6 
feet in diameter. Installing CIDH piles of greater than 4 feet in diameter would require heavy equipment 
(e.g. Bauer BG-40, 171 tons), which may not be feasible for this site location.  
 
If the use of heavy equipment is not feasible, micropiles can be designed to provide foundation support. 
Micropiles consist of small-diameter (typically 6- to 14-inch-diameter), drilled concrete- or grout-filled 
shafts with steel bars or pipes embedded in the concrete or grout. Micropiles should be spaced at least 
four shaft diameters or 4 feet apart, whichever is greater. The actual bond strength should be designed by 
the contractor and verified by a load test program. It is recommended that a minimum of at least one 
performance load test be performed on a sacrificial micropile to confirm if the design capacities have been 
achieved. 
 
The San Francisco Building Code ensures the safety of all new construction in the City. Decisions about 
appropriate foundation and structural design are considered as part of the Department of Building 
Inspection (DBI) permit review process. Prior to issuing a building permit for the proposed project, the 
DBI would review the geotechnical report to ensure that the security and stability of adjoining properties 
and the subject property is maintained during and following project construction. Potential damage to 
structures from geologic hazards on the project site would be addressed through compliance with the San 
Francisco Building Code. 

In light of the above, the proposed project would not result in a significant effect related to geology and 
soils. 

Neighborhood Notification. A "Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review" was mailed on 
December 26, 2013, to community organizations, tenants of the affected property and properties adjacent 
to the project site, and those persons who own property within 300 feet of the project site. One letter was 
received from a law firm representing the Service Employees International Union – United Service 
Workers West (SEIU-USWW). The letter raised concerns related to historical architectural resources, air 
quality, greenhouse gas emissions, and subsoil contamination. These topics are addressed above. Other 
comments in the letter were not related to the physical impacts of the proposed project. One additional 
phone call was received in response to this notification from a commenter who objected to any 
development on the site. 
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Exemption Status. CEQA State Guidelines Section 15302, or Class 2, consists of replacement or 
reconstruction of existing structures and facilities where the new structure will be located on the same site 
as the structure replaced and will have substantially the same purpose and capacity as the structure 
replaced. Class 2(b) includes replacement of a commercial structure with a new structure of substantially 
the same size, purpose, and capacity. The proposed project would replace a four-story 37,234 sf retail 
structure with a three-story 23,470 sf retail structure on the same project site. Therefore, the proposed 
project is appropriately exempt under Class 2.  
 
Conclusion. CEQA State Guidelines Section 15300.2 states that a categorical exemption shall not be used 
for an activity where there is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the 
environment due to unusual circumstances. The project is located within the Kearny-Market-Mason-
Sutter Conservation District but would not cause a substantial change in the significance of this historic 
district. There are no unusual circumstances surrounding the current proposal that would suggest a 
reasonable possibility of a significant effect. The proposed project would have no significant 
environmental effects. The project would be exempt under the above-cited classification. For the above 
reasons, the proposed project is appropriately exempt from environmental review. 
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PART I: HISTORIC RESOURCE EVALUATION 

Buildings and Property Description 
The subject property, in Assessor’s Block 0295, Lot 016, on the west side of Stockton Street between Post 
and Sutter Streets, contains a 550,599-square-foot (sf) building complex with two above-grade 

components (a 35-story hotel structure fronting Stockton and Sutter Streets, and four-story 37,234 sf retail 

structure fronting Post Street), an elevated plaza between the two structures, and basement levels below 
the entire project site. The proposed project involves the current Levi’s Store structure (300 Post Street) 

and the plaza. The property is identified as Category V (Unrated) in the Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter 

Conservation District and is within a C-3-R (Downtown Retail) Zoning District and an 80-130-F Height 
and Bulk District. 

The current Levi’s Store structure (300 Post Street) is located at the northwest corner of Post and Stockton 

Streets, at the south end of the subject parcel. The building was constructed in conjunction with the 
Grand Hyatt Hotel in 1972 and was also designed by Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill, LLP (SOM). It was 

substantially altered from its original appearance in 1998 for its current tenant (Levi’s). It is a three-story 
steel frame and reinforced concrete building that is triangular in plan, is clad with poured concrete scored 

in a rectangular grid, and has a flat roof surrounded by a parapet.’ 

The primary (south) façade, facing Union Square, features five bays of plate glass that are three stories in 

height and separated vertically by four copper I-beams. The bays at the ground floor are delineated by a 

heavy horizontal metal I-beam and the primary entrance is located in the center bay and consists of two 

sets of double glass doors under a metal awning. The glass bays are framed to the sides and above by 

The building and plaza descriptions are excerpted from Page & Turnbull 300 Post Street1345 Stockton Street Historic Resource 
Evaluation (August 15, 2013). 

www.sfp1anning.org  
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scored poured concrete. The Levi’s logo, designed like a clothing tag and placed vertically, is located at 

the easternmost end of the face between the second and third levels. 

The northeast (rear) façade is angled diagonally at the Grand Hyatt Hotel plaza. The finishes at the rear 

are similar to the front of the building but the glass curtain wall is smaller and shorter and recessed with 
a horizontal metal I-beam separating the first and second levels (raised above the street by the plaza). 

The Grand Hyatt Hotel plaza is located on the west side of Stockton Street between the subject building 

and the Grand Hyatt Hotel. The plaza was built in 1972 as part of the two-building complex as designed 
by SOM. The raised triangular plaza is accessed by a set of wide brick steps leading up from the 

sidewalk on Stockton Street, and contains potted plants. The focal point of the plaza is the circular 
fountain by San Francisco sculptor Ruth Asawa, located on the steps leading up to the plaza. The 

fountain, completed in 1973, is nearly flush with the top level of the plaza on the west side, and includes 

41 individual plaques made of baker’s dough cast in bronze. The plaques depict a history of the city, 
with iconic San Francisco destinations including Mission Dolores, the Golden Gate bridge, Nob Hill, the 

Palace of Fine Arts, Playland at Ocean Beach, and cable cars. 

Pre-Existing Historic Rating I Survey 
The subject property was previously evaluated in the San Francisco Architectural Heritage 1977-1978 
Downtown Survey, as well as the 1976 Department of City Planning Architectural Quality Survey, and is 

a Category V (Unrated/non-contributing) property within the Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation 

District designated pursuant to Article 11 of the Planning Code. 

Neighborhood Context and Description 
345 Stockton Street is located at the northeast corner of Union Square. The Union Square neighborhood is 
composed primarily of large masonry commercial and hospitality buildings. 2  Four solid block faces and 

corner buildings front onto Union Square. This area of the city was almost wholly destroyed after the 

1906 Earthquake and Fire and around half of the buildings surrounding the park date from the period of 
reconstruction after the disaster with the most of the buildings constructed between 1907 and 1910. 

Several buildings around the square date from quarter- to mid-century, and a number are redevelopment 

projects from the later 1970s and 1980s. Predominant architectural styles are classical or Beaux-Arts and 
more recent modernist examples. With the exception of 340 Post Street (1923), which is adjacent to the 

subject property, all other buildings on this block of Post Street, including the subject property, date from 

the 1970s and 1980s. 

The Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District is one of the few homogeneous collections of 
early Twentieth Century commercial architecture of its type in the United States. 3  The District is 

characterized by "small-scaled, light- colored buildings predominantly four to eight stories in 
height.. ."and forms the "dense area at the heart of San Francisco’s retail and tourist sectors, containing a 
concentration of fine shops, department stores, theaters, hotels, and restaurants." The District is further 
defined by the location of Union Square in its heart. Buildings within the district are described in Section 

6 of Appendix E of Article 11 the Planning Code as follows: 

2 The Union Square neighborhood description is excerpted from Page & Turnbull 300 Post Street/345 Stockton Street Historic Resource 

Evaluation (August 15, 2013). 

San Francisco Planning Code, Article 11, Section 5(d). 
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For the most part, building facades in the district are two- or three-part vertical compositions 
consisting either of a base and a shaft, or a base, a shaft and a capital. In addition, the facade of a 
building is often divided into bays expressing the structure (commonly steel and reinforced concrete) 
beneath the facade. This was accomplished through fenestration, structural articulation or other 
detailing which serves to break the facade into discrete segments. The massing of the structures is 
usually a simple vertically oriented rectangle, which is an important characteristic of the District. 
Almost without exception, the buildings in the Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter Conservation District 
are built to the front property line and occupy the entire site. 

The buildings are of small to medium scale with bay widths that range from 20 feet to 30 feet and 
heights that range from four to eight stories, although a number of taller buildings exist. The wider 
frontages are often broken up by articulation of the facade, making the buildings appear narrower. 
The base is generally delineated from the rest of the building giving the District an intimate scale at 
the street. 

Buildings are usually clad in masonry materials over a supporting structure. The cladding materials 
include terra cotta, brick, stone and stucco. The materials are generally colored light or medium earth 
tones, including white, cream, buff, yellow, and brown. 

CEQA Historical Resource(s) Evaluation 
Step A: Significance 
Under CEQA section 21084.1, a property qualifies as a historic resource if it is "listed in, or determined to be 
eligible for listing in, the California Register of Historical Resources." The fact that a resource is not listed in, or 
determined to be eligible for listing in, the California Register of Historical Resources or not included in a local 
register of historical resources, shall not preclude a lead agency from determining whether the resource may qualify 
as a historical resource under CEQA. 

Individual Historic District/Context 

Ruth Asawa Fountain only Keamy-Market-Mason-Sutter District 
Property is individually eligible for inclusion in a Property is within a California Register Historic 

California Register under one or more of the District/Context that is eligible for inclusion under 

following Criteria: one or more of the following Criteria: 

Criterion 1 - Event: LI Yes E No Criterion 1 - Event: 	 E Yes LI No 

Criterion 2 - Persons: LI Yes E No Criterion 2 - Persons: 	 LI YesE No 

Criterion 3 - Architecture: Yeso No Criterion 3 - Architecture: 	IVZ Yes LII No 
Criterion 4 - Info. Potential: E] Yes E No Criterion 4 - Info. Potential: 	LI Yes E No 

Period of Significance: Period of Significance: approx. 1906-1930 

Property’s status within the eligible district: 

LI Contributor E Non-Contributor 

Based on the information provided by the Historic Preservation consultant, Page & Turnbull, Inc., and 
found in the Planning Department, Preservation staff concurs that the subject building (300 Post Street) 

does not appear individually eligible for inclusion on the California Register under any criteria. 

However, as the property is a non-contributor to a locally designated district, the district is an historical 
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resource for the purposes of CEQA evaluation. 

Further, staff concurs that the Ruth Asawa fountain appears to qualify as individually eligible for the 

California Register as an object under Criteria 3 (Architecture). 

To assist in the evaluation of the subject property and proposed project, the Project Sponsor has 

submitted the following consultant report: 

o Page & Turnbull, Inc. 300 Post Street1345 Stockton Street Historic Resource Evaluation (August 15, 

2013) 

o Page & Turnbull, Inc. letter to Pilar LaValley, Preservation Technical Specialist, dated January 17, 
2014, revised project analysis for the 300 Post Street/345 Stockton Street Historic Resource Evaluation 
(August 15, 2013) 

The following is an assessment of the potential individual eligibility of the subject building (300 Post 
Street) and the Ruth Asawa fountain. 

Criterion 1: Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 

patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the United States. 

To be eligible under the event Criterion, the building cannot merely be associated with historic events or 

trends but must have a specific association to be considered significant. Staff concurs with the Page & 
Turnbull report and finds that the subject building is not eligible for inclusion on the California Register 

individually under Criterion 1. 

The 300 Post Street/345 Stockton Street complex was built during the early stages of a broader 
redevelopment trend of in the second half of the twentieth century that included the demolition of the 

City of Paris and Fitzhugh buildings surrounding Union Square. This project does not appear to have 

been the catalyst for development. Indeed, the square itself had been redesigned many times over the 
years. None of these trends appear to have made a significant contribution to patterns of local and 

regional historic in a manner that would make the subject building or complex eligible for listing in the 

California Register under this criteria. 

Further, there appears to be no information to indicate that the Ruth Asawa fountain is associated with 
historic events or trends that would make it eligible for inclusion on the California Register individually 

under Criterion 1. 

Criterion 2: Property is associated with the lives of persons important in our local, regional or national 
past. 

The 300 Post Street/345 Stockton Street complex and the Ruth Asawa fountain do not appear eligible for 

listing in the California Register under Criterion 2. No persons who have made significant contributions 
to local, state, or national history have been identified with the establishment or operation of the Grand 

Hyatt, Levi’s Store, or any of the other hotel-associated uses and retail business that have occupied the 

subject property. Although Ruth Asawa was a well-known San Francisco sculptor and artist, her 

association with the fountain is most significant under Criterion 3. 

Criterion 3: Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of 
construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values. 
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The 300 Post Street/345 Stockton Street complex does not appear eligible for listing in the California 

Register under Criterion 3. The buildings were completed in 1972 in a Corporate Modern style designed 

by noted architectural firm, Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill (SOM). Though sensitive to the scale of the 
surrounding historic commercial area, the site layout and massing are not remarkable enough to render 

the complex individually significant. Therefore, the complex does not appears to be exemplary as a type, 
period, or method of construction, nor does it exhibit high artistic value. The design of the complex and 

of the individual buildings and features does not rise to a level such that a 41-year old complex would be 

considered eligible for listing in the California Register. 

The fountain, designed by San Francisco sculptor Ruth Asawa, does appear to be individually significant 

as an object and eligible for listing on the California Register. The fountain is significant for its high 
artistic values and association with Ruth Asawa. Asawa was commissioned for many public art projects 

throughout the Bay Area, including nine in San Francisco. She designed four fountains in San Francisco, 

as well as art in other mediums, and has been recognized and honored for her contributions to San 
Francisco’s public spaces. The fountain at the Grand Hyatt complex has been an important part of the 

public space between the buildings and is highly visible on the busy block of Stockton Street. The 

fountain displays iconic scenes of specific to San Francisco, cast in bronze, and has been recognized for its 
accessibility for blind and visually impaired people to actually touch and feel. The fountain appears 

significant for its design and association with a master artist. 

Criterion 4: Property yields, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 
Based upon a review of information in the Departments records, the subject property is not significant 

under Criterion 4, which is typically associated with archaeological resources. Furthermore, the subject 
property is not likely significant under Criterion 4, since this significance criteria typically applies to rare 
construction types when involving the built environment. Neither the subject building nor the fountain 

are examples of rare construction types. 

Step B: Integrity 
To be a resource for the purposes of CEQA, a property must not only be shown to be significant under the California 
Register of Historical Resources criteria, but it also must have integrity. Integrity is defined as "the authenticity of 
a property’s historic identity, evidenced by the survival of physical characteristics that existed during the property’s 
period of significance." Historic integrity enables a property to illustrate significant aspects of its past. All seven 
qualities do not need to be present as long the overall sense of past time and place is evident. 

The fountain has retained from the period of significance noted in Step A: 

Setting: 	Retains 0 Lacks 

Feeling: 	Z Retains LII Lacks 

Materials: Z Retains LI Lacks 

Location: 	Z Retains LI Lacks 

Association: 	Z Retains LI Lacks 

Design: 	LLA 	Retains El Lacks 

Workmanship: Z Retains LI Lacks 

The Ruth Asawa fountain retains integrity of location, design, materials, feeling, association, and 

workmanship. Integrity of setting has been somewhat compromised by alterations to the Levi’s store. 

Overall, the Ruth Asawa fountain conveys its significance individually. 
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Step C: Character Defining Features 
If the subject property has been determined to have significance and retains integrity, please list the character-
defining features of the building(s) and/or property. A property must retain the essential physical features that 
enable it to convey its historic identity in order to avoid significant adverse impacts to the resource. These essential 
features are those that define both why a property is significant and when it was significant, and without which a 
property can no longer be identified as being associated with its significance. 

Fountain 
The character-defining features of the fountain include the following: 

Installation within the stairs accessing the plaza 
Cast bronze panels 

Function as a fountain 

Conservation District 
The character-defining features of the district include the following: 

� Rectilinear massing 

� Two- or three-part vertical compositions 

� Articulated bays 
� Vertical orientation 

� Built to property lines 
� Masonry cladding in earth tones 
� Fine details such as arches, columns, pilasters, projecting bracketed cornices, multiple belt-courses, 

elaborate lintels and pediments, and decorated spandrels. 

CEQA Historic Resource Determination 
Fountain 

Historical Resource Present 

Individually-eligible Resource 

LII Contributor to an eligible Historic District 
Non-contributor to an eligible Historic District 

No Historical Resource Present 

300 Post Street building 

LII Historical Resource Present 

Individually-eligible Resource 
Contributor to an eligible Historic District 

Non-contributor to an eligible Historic District 

LII No Historical Resource Present 

PART I: SENIOR PflEERVATION PLANNER REVIEW 
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PART II: PROJECT EVALUATION 

PROPOSED PROJECT 	El Demolition 0 Alteration 	M New Construction 

PER DRAWINGS SUBMITTED: JANUARY 6, 2014 (FOSTER & PARTNERS) 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The proposed project involves removal of the Levi’s Store structure, construction of a new retail structure, 
and reconfiguration and renovation of the Grand Hyatt Hotel plaza. The proposed scope of work, based 

on the informational packet prepared by Foster + Partners and Page & Turnbull, submitted January 6, 

2014, would include: 

� Reconfiguring the triangular building to an L-shaped plan with the retail store holding the street 

corner and the back of house space ("Bar Building") as a narrow hyphen-type structure between 
the retail store and the adjacent building to the west along Post Street. 

� Reducing the height of the retail store portion of the building from four- to two-stories (from 
approximately 63 feet to approximately 47.5 feet) and recladding the exterior. The retail portion 

of the building will have a clear span and cantilevered structural system to allow for a column-

free area above grade and will be clad with bead blasted stainless steel panels and structural 

glass. At the Post Street (front) façade, stairs clad with gray terrazzo will lead to the slightly 
raised entrance; entrances will be at each end of the façade, and in the center of the façade when 

the operable glazing is in the open position. Full-height, powder-coated steel framing members 

will separate the large butt-glazed glass panels into six bays at the Post Street (front) façade. The 
center bays of the façade will be operable so they will slide open to create a full-height opening at 

the center of the façade. The steel-framed glazing is setback from a chamfered projecting frame 

clad with bead blasted stainless steel panels that extends to the property line at Post Street. 

The Stockton Street façade will be clad with vertically-oriented, bead blasted metal panels with 

minimal construction joints. One full-height, slightly inset glazed bay articulates the wall. The 

rear elevation (facing into the reconfigured plaza) consists of full-height butt-glazed structural 
glass with glass support fins at interior. 

Recladding the back of house (Bar Building) building. The back of house portion of the building 

will be clad with cast stone panels articulated with regular horizontal joints suggesting belt or 

string coursing over the body of the building and more closely-spaced joints at the roofline to 

suggest a cornice detail. The Bar Building will have a solid gate at Post Street to provide 

vehicular access to existing loading docks, will be unfenestrated, and will support a water 

feature/wall at the east elevation facing onto the reconfigured plaza. A narrow inset clad with 
metal louvers transitions the retail store to the taller back-of-house portion of the building. 

� Reconfiguring the triangular plaza into a rectangle increasing the plaza in size from 4,586 square 

feet to 6,059 square feet, and renovating it with new landscaping, lighting, seating, and paving. 
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� Retaining and relocating the fountain, designed by local artist Ruth Asawa. The fountain would 
be moved to a new location in the center of the stairs leading from Stockton Street to the 

renovated and expanded plaza. 

PROJECT EVALUATION 

If the property has been determined to be a historical resource in Part I, please check whether the proposed project 
would materially impair the resource and identify any modifications to the proposed project that may reduce or 
avoid impacts. 

Subject Property/Historic Resource: (Ruth Asawa fountain) 
The project will not cause a significant adverse impact to the historic resource as proposed. 

jjji The project will cause a significant adverse impact to the historic resource as proposed. 

California Register-eligible Historic District or Context: 
The project will not cause a significant adverse impact to a California Register-eligible historic 

district or context as proposed. 

The project will cause a significant adverse impact to a California Register-eligible historic district 

or context as proposed. 

To assist in the evaluation of the subject property and proposed project, the Project Sponsor has 

submitted a consultant report: 

o Page & Turnbull, Inc. 300 Post StreetI345 Stockton Street Historic Resource Evaluation (August 15, 

2013) 

o Page & Turnbull, Inc. letter to Pilar LaValley, Preservation Technical Specialist, dated January 17, 
2014, revised project analysis for the 300 Post Street1345 Stockton Street Historic Resource Evaluation 
(August 15, 2013) 

Staff has determined that the proposed project will not have a significant impact on the District or 
California Register-eligible fountain, and will generally be in conformance with the Secretary of Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation (Secretary’s Standards) as explained below. As the proposed project would not 
result in a significant impact to historic resources, it is not anticipated to contribute to any potential 
cumulative impact to historic resources. 

Replacement of 300 Post Street 

Replacement of the existing above-grade retail structure at 300 Post Street will not have an adverse 
impact on the District, because the structure is, as explained above, non-contributory to the Kearny-

Market-Mason-Sutter District. 

New Building 

The proposed building will have an L-shaped plan, consisting of a two-story retail store holding the street 

corner and a three-story back-of-house space between the retail store and the adjacent building to the 
west along Post Street. The building will have a flat roof. The retail portion of the building will have a 
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clear span and cantilevered structural system to allow for a column-free area above grade and will be 

clad with bead blasted stainless steel panels and structural glass. Stairs clad with gray terrazzo will lead 
to the slightly raised entrance; entrances will be at each end of the façade, and in the center of the façade 

when the operable glazing is in the open position. Full-height, powder coated steel framing members will 

separate the large butt-glazed glass panels into six bays at the Post Street (front) façade. The steel-framed 
glazing is setback from a chamfered projecting frame clad with metal panels that extends to the property 

line. The center bays of the façade will be operable so that they will slide open to create a full-height 

opening. The Stockton Street façade will be clad with vertically oriented, bead blasted metal panels with 
minimal construction joints. One full-height, slightly inset glazed bay articulates the wall. The rear 

elevation (facing into the reconfigured plaza) consists of full-height butt-glazed structural glass with full-

height steel framing members that mirror those on the Post Street façade. A narrow, inset wall clad with 
metal louvers transitions the retail store to the taller back-of-house portion of the building. The back of 

house portion of the building will be clad with cast stone panels articulated with regular horizontal joints 
over the body of the building and closely-spaced joints at the roofline to suggest a cornice detail. The 
back of house portion of the building will have a solid gate at Post Street to provide vehicular access, will 

be unfenestrated, and will support a water feature/wall at the east elevation facing onto the reconfigured 

plaza. 

Although of a lesser height than the existing building on this site, the proposed massing appears to be 
compatible with the District. The proposal reintroduces a rectilinear plan that extends to the property line 
at both Post and Stockton Streets, which characterizes buildings throughout the District. Although a taller 
building at the corner would be acceptable, there is no consistent height for such buildings facing onto 
Union Square as corner buildings facing the square range in height from three- to nine-stories. The 
proposed building height matches that of its immediate neighbor to the west, which is the only historic 
building along that block of Post Street, and provides a strong street wall massing at the Post and 
Stockton Street elevations. Overall, the proposed height and massing is consistent with the varied 
building heights found throughout the District, and as such appears to be in conformance with the 
Secretary’s Standards. 

The new construction proposes to respond to the character of the surrounding district in a contemporary 
manner. At the back-of-house portion of the building, incised joints in the cast stone paneling break up its 
mass in a manner similar to belt or string coursing and additional articulation at the roofline references 
cornice details found within the District in a contemporary manner. At the front (Post Street) façade of 
the retail portion of the building, the raised entrance and stairs emphasize the base of the building while 
the full-height steel framing members set within the projecting chamfered frame suggest a Classical 
colonnade in a contemporary idiom. The raised entrance and stairs help organize the elevation into a 
two-part composition with a base and shaft. The shaft is capped by the projecting metal frame in a 
manner that is consistent with projecting cornices typical of buildings within the District. The large 
windows are framed with full-height, powder coated steel members that articulate the façade into six 
bays with the end bays being differentiated by their reduced width and the location of the two main retail 
entrances. This emphasis on the end or center bays is a common compositional device in the District 
noted in the District designation. Although the steel framing members do not express the underlying 
structure of the building in this case, they do serve a structural purpose in supporting the weight of the 
large glass panels and for the full-height operable bays, which are proposed to slide open. In this sense, 
the steel framing members articulate the façade, emphasize the vertical composition, and express 
underlying structural requirements in a contemporary manner that is in conformance with the Secretary’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation (Secretary’s Standards) and that is compatible with the District. 
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At the Stockton Street façade, the frontage is broken into two parts with the inset full-height glazed bay. 
Emphasis on the vertical composition is made with the orientation and size of the metal panel cladding 
and with the glazed bay. The glazed bay divides this façade into two parts in a manner similar to historic 
buildings with wider frontages, which are broken up by articulation of the facade, making the buildings 
appear narrower. As divided, the Stockton Street frontage relates in width and proportion with buildings 

found within the District. 

The back of house portion of the new building is proposed to be clad in Indiana Limestone cast stone 

panels. This cladding material and color appears to be compatible with the surrounding District in 

conformance with the Secretary’s Standards as it is a stone material with a texture and color that is 

consistent with other masonry cladding found throughout the District. Although the metal panel 

cladding proposed on the retail store portion of the building is not a material that is typical of the District, 
the color and matte finish proposed appears to be compatible with the texture and tone of masonry found 

on surrounding buildings and throughout the District. The Secretary’s Standards allow, or don’t 

discourage, use of contemporary materials provided they are "harmonious" with the surrounding 
character. Although it is not a typical cladding material found within the District, the proposed metal 
paneling will not be reflective and will have a matte finish such that it will not be disruptive to the 

character of the District. 

Plaza and fountain 

In addition to construction of the new building, the project also proposes to reconfigure and renovate the 

existing Grand Hyatt Hotel Plaza (shown in plan on Page 57). Along with the newly reconfigured 
building, the shape of the plaza will change from triangular to rectangular. New stairs will encircle the 
slightly relocated Ruth Asawa fountain to lead to the raised plaza; the manner in which the fountain and 

existing stairs are constructed will be documented during demolition so that the relocated fountain can be 
reinstalled to match the existing relationship with the stairs as closely as possible. The tree-lined east-west 
paved (Kuppam Green stone payers) plaza will consist of a paved open space lined with concrete 

benches and large planter boxes (Kuppan Green stone for both benches and planters). Examples of the 
proposed finishes are depicted in photographs on Pages 72-73 of the Project Sponsor Packet. The open 
space will terminate at the proposed water feature/wall affixed to the east elevation of the back-of-house 

portion of the new building. Lighting fixtures will consist of recessed wall step lights, recessed bench 
lights, floor recessed lights, and uplights at the proposed trees. Proposed fixtures are shown on Pages 73 

and 78-79 of the Project Sponsor Packet. The Ruth Asawa fountain will be photo-documented in situ and 
carefully removed from its existing location, protected, and stored during construction in conformance 

with the Secretary’s Standards. When the site is ready, the fountain will be reinstalled approximately 10 

feet from its existing location in a manner that matches existing as closely as possible in conformance 

with the Secretary’s Standards. 

While there are no specific requirements for open spaces within the Conservation District, the proposed 

reconfiguration of the plaza appears to be designed in a manner that will improve the compatibility of 

plaza with the District. The rectilinear space will be more consistent with the pattern and shape of 

buildings in the district. The proposed stone paving and simple landscaping appears to be compatible 

with the character of the District and in conformance with the Secretary’s Standards. 
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January 27, 2014 

 

Dear Members of the Planning Commission: 

The Union Square Business Improvement District is dedicated to making the Union Square area clean, 

safe and vibrant.  We are a membership organization of property owners, and as such, support efforts of 

our property owners to make investments in their respective properties which in turn contribute to the 

vitality of the district. 

The Apple design team presented their plans for the new store at Post and Stockton to our Streetscapes 

Committee on September 27, 2013.  I also further studied the revised plans for the building and the 

adjacent plaza and had followed John King’s commentary in the San Francisco Chronicle regarding the 

Ruth Asawa fountain and the “wall” along Stockton which were critiques in the first design. 

The Union Square BID appreciates how the Apple design team addressed these issues.  It is our 

understanding that the steel panels along Stockton Street have now been redesigned with an 8-foot-

wide glass window that will break up the “wall”, create some visual interest and add interior light. 

Secondly, the Ruth Asawa fountain which created some controversy by suggesting that it might be 

relocated has now been reconfigured into the design of the plaza and will only be moved ever so 

slightly.  In addition, by adding an entrance off of this plaza to the second level of the store and by 

adding some seating to the plaza this development will activate and revitalize this underutilized space. 

The relocation of the current Apple Store from 1 Stockton to this new site will perhaps most importantly 

pull some of the retail energy and vibe north toward Union Square Park which is more in the center of 

the Union Square district. This will have the positive impact of benefitting other businesses in the Union 

Square area because shoppers will be drawn in this direction. 

For all of these reasons we are in support of the new Apple Store project. 

Sincerely, 

 
Karin Flood, Executive Director 
Union Square Business Improvement District 
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1.1 Building History and Description

Building History

The project site has had a long history of 
occupation by several buildings, including the 
Union Club in the late nineteenth century and 
the Union Square Hotel/Hotel Plaza during 
the earlier twentieth century. In 1967, building 
permits were issued for demolition of the Hotel 
Plaza to allow for new construction for the 
Hyatt Hotel, restaurant, and conference center. 
A building permit from November 1967 listed 
information for a hotel with 35,931 square feet 
of ground floor space and 39 stories in height 
and a retail complex five stories tall. The design 
is attributed to Marc Goldstein of Skidmore, 
Owings, and Merrill (SOM). In 1972, according 
to building permits and historic photographs, the 
Hyatt Hotel complex was completed. The hotel 
restaurant and various retail stores were located 
in the lower-height building at the corner of 
Post and Stockton streets.

The Grand Hyatt Hotel is a 355-feet tall, 
36-story, reinforced concrete, modernist 
skyscraper, designed by Skidmore, Owings, and 
Merrill, LLP [SOM]. Marc Goldstein was design 
partner. The structure was completed in 1972 
and contains 660 guest rooms. It is located 
on the eastern portion of Block 0295 on the 
west side of Stockton Street between Post and 
Sutter Streets. The primary façades face east 
onto Stockton Street. The flat roof tapers in 
above the top floor to give the impression of a 
sloped roof on four sides with the corner posts 
rising up at the four edges. The modernist hotel 
occupies a parcel area of 35,931 square feet. 

The Levi’s store is located on the northwest 
corner of Post and Sutter Streets. The structure 
that currently houses the Levi’s store is a part 
of the hotel complex, connected to the guest 
room tower at several levels below grade. The 
store has contained various retail stores and 
restaurants since the hotel opened in 1972. 
Substantial changes to the SOM design were 
made to this portion of the hotel in 1998 at 
inception of the Levi’s lease. The primary façade 
fronts onto Post Street. The roof is flat and is 

surrounded by an extended cornice. The 
facility is constructed of reinforced concrete 
faced with precast panels (installed in 1998) 
and has large glass windows with copper 
detailing on the primary and northeast 
facades. 

The Grand Hyatt Hotel plaza is located 
on the eastern portion of Block 0295 on 
the western side of Sutter Street between 
the Levi’s store and the Grand Hyatt hotel. 
This plaza was built as part of a multi-
building complex in 1972 as designed by 
Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill, LLP. The 
plaza is accessed by a set of wide steps up 
from the sidewalk on Stockton Street.  The 
plaza contains benches and landscaping, 
including potted plants. The focal point of 
the plaza is a circular bronze folk art fountain 
inserted into the Stockton Street stairway 
that was created by San Francisco sculptor 
Ruth Asawa in 1972. The fountain was a 
part of the design for the Grand Hyatt Plaza 
and was installed in conjunction with the 
completion of the hotel complex.

Current Historic Status 

The following section examines the 
national, state, and local historical ratings 
currently assigned to the hotel complex 
at Post & Stockton Streets [345 Stockton 
Street].

The National Register of Historic 
Places (National Register) is the nation’s 
most comprehensive inventory of historic 
resources. The National Register is 
administered by the National Park Service 
and includes buildings, structures, sites, 
objects, and districts that possess historic, 
architectural, engineering, archaeological, or 
cultural significance at the national, state, or 
local level. 

345 Stockton Street is not currently listed 
in the National Register of Historic Places.

The California Register of Historical 

findings. In 1984, the original Heritage survey 
area was expanded from the Downtown to 
include the South of Market area in a survey 
called “Splendid Extended.”

345 Stockton Street is located within the 
area surveyed in Splendid Survivors and has 
been given a “D” rating. 

The 1976 Department of City Planning 
Architectural Quality Survey (1976 DCP 
Survey) is what is referred to in preservation 
parlance as a “reconnaissance” or “windshield” 
survey. The survey looked at the entire 
City and County of San Francisco to 
identify and rate architecturally significant 
buildings and structures on a scale of “-2” 
(detrimental) to “+5” (extraordinary). No 
research was performed and the potential 
historical significance of a resource was 
not considered when a rating was assigned. 
Buildings rated “3” or higher in the survey 
represent approximately the top two percent 
of San Francisco’s building stock in terms of 
architectural significance. However, it should 
be noted here that the 1976 DCP Survey has 
come under increasing scrutiny over the past 
decade due to the fact that it has not been 
updated in over thirty-five years. As a result, 
the 1976 DCP Survey has not been officially 
recognized by the San Francisco Planning 
Department as a valid local register of historic 
resources for the purposes of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

345 Stockton Street was surveyed as 
part of the 1976 DCP Survey and given a “5” 
rating.

The Kearny-Market-Mason-Sutter 
Conservation District was established in 1985 
as part of what was then known as the “New 
Downtown Plan.” Enacted as Appendix E 
of Article 11 of the San Francisco Planning 
Code, the district comprises the retail core 
of the downtown and represents some of 
those buildings in the C-3 Districts that were 
described in the Preservation of the Past 
section of the Downtown Plan, a component 
of the city’s Master Plan. At the time, these 
changes to the Planning Code were seen as 

the State of California Office of Historic 
Preservation are assigned a California 
Historical Resource Status Code (Status 
Code) of “1” to “7” to establish their historical 
significance in relation to the National 
Register of Historic Places (National 
Register or NR) or California Register of 
Historical Resources (California Register 
or CR).  Properties with a Status Code of 
“1” or “2” are either eligible for listing in the 
California Register or the National Register, 
or are already listed in one or both of the 
registers.  Properties assigned Status Codes 
of “3” or “4” appear to be eligible for listing 
in either register, but normally require more 
research to support this rating.  Properties 
assigned a Status Code of “5” have typically 
been determined to be locally significant or 
to have contextual importance.  Properties 
with a Status Code of “6” are not eligible for 
listing in either register. Finally, a Status Code 
of “7” means that the resource has not been 
evaluated for the National Register or the 
California Register, or needs reevaluation. 

345 Stockton Street is listed in the 
California Historic Resources Information 
System (CHRIS) database with a “B” Status 
Code, which means that the building is a 
“Potential Historic Resource” under the 
California Historical Resource Status Codes.

San Francisco Architectural Heritage 
(Heritage) is the city’s oldest not-for-
profit organization dedicated to increasing 
awareness and preservation of San Francisco’s 
unique architectural heritage. Heritage has 
completed several major architectural surveys 
in San Francisco, the most important of 
which was the 1977-78 Downtown Survey. 
This survey, published in the book Splendid 
Survivors in 1978, was an influential precursor 
of San Francisco’s Downtown Plan. Heritage 
ratings, which range from “D” (minor or no 
importance) to “A” (highest importance), are 
analogous to Categories V through I of Article 
11 of the San Francisco Planning Code, 
although the Planning Department did use 
their own methodology to reach their own 

important means of protecting the historic 
buildings of the city center.

Within the Conservation District, buildings 
were divided into categories:

Categories I and II, Significant: 324 
buildings;

Categories III and IV, Contributing: 114 
buildings;

Category V, Unrated: 98 buildings.

345 Stockton Street is within the 
boundaries of the Kearny-Market-Mason-
Sutter Conservation District. It is Unrated; 
therefore it is in Category V within the District

Project Description 

The proposed project is a Significant 
Flagship retail store of type Vintage C.2. 
The store will have two levels of retail sales 
above grade, and back of house space below 
grade and in the adjacent low-rise structure.  
The approximate area of the store is 14,000 
square feet of sales area and 10,000 square 
feet of back of house area. Structural glass 
facades, and speciality glass stairs are 
intended to help bring light throughout the 
sales area while an eight foot overhang 
creates shade on the southern facade. The 
main interior and exterior walls are clad with 
sleek, minimalist, bead blasted stainless steel 
panels.

Clear span and cantilevered structural 
systems are used to create column-free areas 
above grade to facilitate a better shopping 
environment. The former under utilized 
triangular plaza area behind the current retail 
store is reconfigured into a rectangular tree 
lined plaza more in keeping with the planning 
geometry of the surrounding area. The new 
plaza is book-ended by Ruth Asawa’s water 
fountain and a new water feature at the west 
end. This new place is intended to be used by 
both the Hyatt Hotel for special events and 
also by the general public and patrons of the 
new proposed retail store.

Resources (California Register) is an inventory 
of significant architectural, archaeological, and 
historical resources in the State of California. 
Resources can be listed in the California 
Register through a number of methods. State 
Historical Landmarks and National Register-
listed properties are automatically listed in 
the California Register. Properties can also be 
nominated to the California Register by local 
governments, private organizations, or citizens. 
The evaluative criteria used by the California 
Register for determining eligibility are closely 
based on those developed by the National 
Park Service for the National Register of 
Historic Places. 

345 Stockton Street is not currently 
listed in the California Register of Historical 
Resources.

San Francisco City Landmarks are 
buildings, properties, structures, sites, districts 
and objects of “special character or special 
historical, architectural or aesthetic interest 
or value and are an important part of the 
City’s historical and architectural heritage.”  
Adopted in 1967 as Article 10 of the City 
Planning Code, the San Francisco City 
Landmark program protects listed buildings 
from inappropriate alterations and demolitions 
through review by the San Francisco Historic 
Preservation Commission. These properties 
are important to the city’s history and help to 
provide significant and unique examples of the 
past that are irreplaceable. In addition, these 
landmarks help to protect the surrounding 
neighborhood development and enhance the 
educational and cultural dimension of the city.  
As of 2012, there are 262 landmark sites, 
eleven historic districts, and nine Structures 
of Merit in San Francisco that are subject to 
Article 10.  

345 Stockton Street is not listed as a San 
Francisco City Landmark or Structure of Merit. 
However, 345 Stockton Street does fall within 
the boundaries of the Kearny-Market-Mason-
Sutter conservation district. 

Properties listed or under review by 
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Site Context
Site Location
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Union Square
Before 1978
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Union Square
After 1998
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A. The south façade of the Grand Hyatt hotel.
Source: Page & Turnbull

B. The north façade of the Grand Hyatt hotel faces north onto Sutter Street.
Source: Page & Turnbull

D. The west façade of the Grand Hyatt hotel fronts onto a pedestrian passageway 
between the building at 419-437 Sutter Street.
Source: Page & Turnbull

C. View of the west facade of the Grand Hyatt hotel.
Source: Page & Turnbull
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Site Photos
Grand Hyatt 3
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D. View of the northeast façade of the Levis Building.
Source: Page & Turnbull

E. View of the steps leading up plaza level
Source: Foster + Partners

C. View of the plaza looking towards north-west.
Source: Foster + Partners

A. View of the Grand Hyatt Hotel plaza looking east towards Stockton Street.
Source: Page & Turnbull

B. View of the Grand Hyatt Hotel plaza looking from Stockton Street.
Source: Page & Turnbull
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3.1 Site Photos
Rear Plaza
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3.1 Site Photos
A. Levi’s
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B. View of service garage door entry, facing south on Post Street.
Source: Page & Turnbull

E. Detail of the entrance doors on the primary facade of the Levi’s store.
Source: Page & Turnbull

C. View of metal double service door, facing south on Post Street.
Source: Page & Turnbull

F. Looking west down on Post street
Source: Foster + Partners

D. Detail of the copper I-beams on the primary facade of the Levi’s store.
Source: Page & Turnbull

G. View of the south-east corner of the Levi’s store
Source: Foster + Partners
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3.2 Existing Conditions
District Context Photos

B. Nike, Corner of Stockton and Post Streets (324 Stockton Street, 0294/011, built 1910).
Source: Page & Turnbull

A. Williams Sonoma, 340 Post Street, 0295/005, built 1923 
Source: Page & Turnbull
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C. This section of Block 0309 faces Stockton Street between Post Street and Maiden Lane. Moving north to south: 275 and 299 Post Street (0309/022, built 1909), 250-
260 Stockton Street (0309/021, built 1908), and 234-240 Stockton Street (0309/020, built 1908).
Source: Page & Turnbull

D. This section of Block 0309 faces Stockton Street between Geary Street and 
Maiden Lane. Moving north to south: 218 and 222 Stockton Street (0309/014, built 
1908) and 172-212 Stockton Street (0309/011, built 1987).
Source: Page & Turnbull 19
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B. 233-259 Geary Street at the corner of Geary and Stockton streets (0314/001, 014, 
015, built 1946).
Source: Page & Turnbull

A. Corner of Stockton and Geary Streets (150 Stockton Street, 0313/018, built 1983).
Source: Page & Turnbull
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District Context Photos
C. Macy’s

B. Stockton Street between Post Street and Maiden Lane. 
Source: Page & Turnbull

B. Stockton Street between Post Street and Maiden Lane. 
Source: Page & Turnbull
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B. Block 0307, on Powell Street between Geary and Post Streets. Showing the 14-story St. Francis Hotel and connected shops (300-330 Geary Street, 07/001, built 1904).
Source: Page & Turnbull

A. 301-323 Geary Street, corner of Geary / Powell streets (0315/001, built 1908).
Source: Page & Turnbull
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C. 400 & 421 Powell Street at the corner of Powell and Post streets (0296/006, built 1909).
Source: Page & Turnbull

D. 384-398 Post Street at Powell Street (0295/007, built 1980).
Source: Page & Turnbull
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3.3 Existing Conditions
Drawings
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Proposed new store above 
existing below grade Hyatt 
functions
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Ruth Asawa Fountain in Grand Hyatt 
Plaza

As part of the design for the Hyatt hotel, 
artist Ruth Asawa was hired to design a 
fountain which would be located in the plaza 
on Stockton Street, south of the hotel and 
northeast of the restaurant building. Asawa 
received assistance on this project from about 
250 friends and students from the Rose Resnik 
Lighthouse for the Blind and Visually Impaired 
School. The fountain was designed and cast in 
bronze in Asawa’s Noe Valley backyard before 
being installed at the Hyatt Hotel’s plaza.  
At the 25th anniversary celebration of the 
fountain at the Grand Hyatt, on May 2, 1998, 
the installation was touted as “one of the few 
art objects in the city that blind and visually 
impaired people can actually touch and feel…” 
Asawa was commissioned by Hyatt Hotel for 
this project in 1970; it was completed in 1972.

Ruth Asawa working on the Hyatt on Union Square Fountain Between 1970 -1973
Source: San Francisco Public Library Historical Photograph Collection

Hyatt on Union Square Fountain 1973 in Construction with Son Paul Lanier
Source: Wikimedia Commons

Fountain Relief Detail
Source: Wikimedia Commons

Fountain Relief Detail
Source: Wikimedia Commons

3.4 Ruth Asawa Fountain
Historical Photos
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Asawa Fountain at Union Square Hyatt March 1973
Source: SFPL

Asawa and photographer Imogen Cunningham view details from Asawa’s Fountain
Source: SFGate

Asawa at Her Fountain
Source: Laurence Cuneo
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The Ruth Asawa Fountain is a cultural and 
historic iconic artwork piece located within 
the existing plaza between the Hyatt Hotel 
and Levi store located at 345 Post Street, San 
Francisco. 

It is essential that Fountain relocation process 
occur without causing any harm or distress to 
the Fountain. Given the recent passing of Ms. 
Asawa it is more critical that this operation 
occur flawlessly. 

Apple and Hyatt Hotels are planning to relocate 
the fountain as part of the new Apple store 
project that will replace the Levi store. 

The location of the Fountain is planned to be 
approximately 10’ from its existing location. The 
new location will center the Fountain within the 
new stairs for the Plaza. 

The Fountain will also be positioned 
approximately 1 foot closer to the sidewalk 
allowing for easier viewing by the public.

The process for relocating the Ruth Asawa 
Fountain is as follows:

Preparation

1. Photo document the Fountain in its current 
position.

2. Survey the stairs in which the Fountain is 
located so that the stair placement can be 
duplicated in the new location. 

3. Install a photo document camera to 
document the entire move process.

Site Preparation

1. Drain the fountain and uncouple the Pump 
supply and return lines to the fountain 
as well as the drain line all below the 
fountain at B1 level.  These connections 
shall remain with the fountain bowl and be 
utilized for reconnection.  

2. Disconnect power to the lighting within the 
fountain and remove the existing fixtures 
for reinstallation.  Package and store with 
the fountain bowl for reinstallation.

3. Selectively demo within the fountain 
pedestal from level B1 below. Remove 
concrete and verify the construction of 
the fountain support on the concrete 
pedestal.

4. At multiple locations around the fountains, 
carefully remove the brick pavers on 
which the foundation bronze fountain shell 
sits upon to provide access for jacks and 
lifting straps.  Cut any additional adhesive 
between the shell and the brick pavers as 
well as between the fountain bowl and 
the shell.

Moving the Fountain from Current 
Location to Storage

1. Jack the fountain shell vertically to allow 
lifting straps to be installed between the 
fountain bowl and the surrounding bronze 
structure.  Install the straps through the 
voids left from removal of the pavers.

2. Lift the fountain shell up via crane and on 
to a flatbed truck with a proper structure 
constructed to adequately support the 
fountain structure.

3. Rig and lift the bowl structure via crane on 
to a flatbed truck with a proper structure 
constructed to adequately support the 
fountain structure.

4. Transport the fountain shell and bowl to a 
secure warehouse for storage.

Moving the Fountain from Storage to 
New Location

1. Transport the fountain shell and bowl from 
secure storage to the jobsite.

2. Lower the bowl to the new pedestal 
location and secure in place.

3. Lower the shell over the bowl in the 
same manner in which it was removed on 

to jacks recessed around the new stair 
surrounding finishes.

4. Lower the jacks to allow the shell to rest 
on the new surrounding finish.

5. Remove jacks and patch at locations of 
jacks.  

6. Caulk fountain shell to the new stair 
finish.

7. Re-pipe plumbing to the fountain
8. Reinstall electrical to the fountain.
9. Test operation of the fountain.
10. Re-dedicate the fountain upon opening 

the plaza.

3.4 Ruth Asawa Fountain
Fountain Relocation Plan
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4.2 Proposed Design
Drawings
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5.1 Comparisons
Elevations
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5.2 Comparisons
Existing and Proposed Massing
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5.2 Comparisons
Existing and Proposed Massing
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6.3 Comparisons
FAR Studies

1st Floor Gross Area = 8,796 SF 1st Floor Gross Area = 7,124 SF

3rd Floor Gross Area = 11,147 SF 3rd Floor Gross Area = 3,898 SF

Roof Level Plan2nd Floor Gross Area = 11,151 SF 2nd Floor Gross Area = 9,981 SF

4th Floor Gross Area = 6,140 SF

Levi’s Store and Support Areas = 37,234 SF

Existing Plaza Area = 4,586 SF Proposed Plaza Area = 6,059 SF

Apple Store and Support Areas = 23,812 SF

4th Floor Gross Area = 2,809 SF
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First Floor Plan
Gross Area = 7,124  SF
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Second Floor Plan
Gross Area = 9,981 SF
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Third Floor Plan
Gross Area = 3,898 SF
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Fourth Floor Plan
Gross Area = 2,809 SF
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Roof Level Plan
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6.1 Renderings
Aerial View
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Renderings
Front Views 6-Bay
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Front Views 6-Bay
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Oblique Views 6-Bay
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Oblique Views 6-Bay
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Renderings
Rear Views
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Renderings
Plaza Views
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300 Post Street - San Francisco
Historic Preservation Commission - 4 Bay Facade
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Proposed Design - 4 Bays
Drawings
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